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Skeletal Suspension as a Method of 

Management of Supracondylar and 

Transcondylar Fractures of the Humerus 
E . G. Vaughan, M.D., E. F. Ross, M .D., W. A. Curry, M.D. 

Halifax, N. S. 
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In the absence of marked displacement and soft tissue injury, management 
of extension type supracondylar fractures of the humerus presents no great 
problem. Gentle manipulatlv'e reduction under general anaesthesia, followed) 
by immobilization in right angle flexion using a posterior plastic slab is accept- ./ 
able treatment. Transcondylar fractures, however. are notoriousl;¥- unstable, 
and usually are dis.pl.aced and rotated thereby rendering this type of manage
ment difficult if not impossible. In eilher type fracture, if displacement is 

1 

m~~ate o~rked and if..s.oft tissue injury has resulted in much swelling, this 
simple method not only is diffiCUit or impossible, but is dangerous in that it 
predisposes to vascular obstruction and nerve compression. 

' 

The purpose of this paper is to stress the importance of recognizing the/ 
danger of treating such a fracture by the conventional method, to point up 
the safety, simplicity and effectiveness of an alternative method and to outline 
the technique of that method as employed at the Halifax Children's Hospital. 

In active children, the elbow is one of the most common sites of injury./ 
Sixty per cent of fractures at this site are of the supracondylar and transcondy,
lar types, and they occur most commonly in the s~~roup. J 

Limitation oLmovement and alteration of the carrying angle, an unsightly 
local d~rmity, nervualsy, myositis ossificans, and ische~ muscle contrac
ture are the inherent complications ofthis injury and of its treatment. Restor
ation of normal function of course is the goal, but avoidance of complications f / 
is the real challenge. 

I 
The fracture must be reduced both early and adequately, and the reduc

tion must be maintained. Injured soft tissues must be freed from existing 
pressure and further injury must be avoided. 

I 
If swelling is marked, bony landmarks are obscured, the fractw·e 

N is unstable, and conventional treatment is therefore hazardous. To wait for 
''1 swelling to subside with the hope that manipulative reduction will then be 

possible is to insure nothing save an increase in the risk of irreversible soft 
tissue damage in the interim. 

1 
Correction of anatomy to "normal" by the use of metal appliances intro

duced at operation is met with functional diaster more often at the elbow than 
elsewhere. In making a decision to introduce such appliances one should be 

j 
influenced by the adage, that which is anatomical is not necessarily functional 
and that which is functional is not necessarily anatomical. 

~ 
In 1952 Hammond' advocated skeletal sus ens· · 

choice for supracondylar an transcon y ar fractmes in all patients with 
odera-eeto severe displacement and in_all patients with serious swelling, em-

arrassed circulation and Lion. 
s me o of management has gained increasing popularity at the Hali

fax Children's Hospital during the past few years. 
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TRACTION 
1 K-Wli2E 
A f/L NAP llE-12/'E 

0 

Follow up examinations have just been made on seven children with trans
condylar fractures and supracondylar fractures treated by us using this method 
in the summer of 1956. This surgery reveals excellent results three years after

1 treatment. The children were checked for range of motion, deformity, a lter
ation of the carrying angle, weakness, nerve injury, pain or tenderness, evi
dence of infection at the site of insertion of the traction wire. Six of the seven 
had no demonstrable difference in their arms while the seventh child had ten 
degrees limitation of flexion and increase of extension plus ten degrees decrease 
of the carrying angle. It should be noted that she had suffered a second frac
ture at the same site one year after the original injury; this second injury was 
treated by manipulative reduction and immobilization. She has a strong and 
very useful arm however. 

It is noted that Hammond 1 recommended the use of a screw-eye inserted' 
in the olecranon process, in order to avoid the possibility of damage to the ulnar .. 
nerve. Maylahn and Fahey 2 report the use of this method also. A Kirschnerj 
wire with horse-shoe attachment was used in our cases and the technique of 
insertion we feel is very important. 

The child's bed with overhead fra.me, cross bar, ropes, pulleys and weights \ 
is assembled and made ready at the operating room door. This preparation 
is important in that it allows the patient to be placed in traction as soon as the) 
Kirschner wire has been inserted, and while he is yet anaesthetized, so that the 
entire procedure is painless. Gener~aesthesia is employed and strict 
aseptic tech~que is followed. By inserting the wire from the medial side, 
the Ulnar mrve can be avoided and the wire can be accurately directed into 
solid bone opposite the joint. This point is made because it is all too easy to 
insert the wire too superficial, and thus through subcutaneous tissue or perios
teum rather than into bone as is desired. We feel one can best judge the depth 
of insertion and also best avoid the nerve using the medial approach. 

The skin at the site of entry and exist of the wire is incised with the point 
of a pointed scalpel. The wire is wrapped with gauze at the points of entry 
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and exit and the gauze is then saturated with tincture of benzoin as an antiseptic 
protective dressing. 

The horse-shoe attachment is then applied and when the anaesthetist 
agrees, the child is moved onto his bed and ropes and weights attached. A 

I portable A.P. and Lateral X-ray indicates any final adjustment prior to dis
continuing the anaesthesia. Narrow traction strips on either side of the fore
arm, held in place with an elastocrepe bandage, not tightly applied, permits the 
inclusion of a broom-stick grip for the child to hold onto. This has proven to 
be an ever present stimulus to active finger, hand, and wrist exercises as well as 
a preventive measure against rotation of the distal fragment. 

The procedure has been found to be simple and maintenance of reduction 
easy. It is a gentle and effective method of reduction of an unstable type 
fracture. Nerves are not compressed nor are vessels obstructed. Swelling 
is afforded the best possible method of treatment in this elevated position. The 
patients have been truly comfortable and co-operative. 

After ten to fourteen days of such immobilization, a posterior plastic slab 
is applied, the wire removed, the point of entry and exit covered with a sterile 
gauze square, and the cast completed and after care is then no different than 
ordinarily. 

Complications of treatment have been negligible. Infection in the tract 
of the wire did not occur. The children had no detectable functional impair
ment. One of seven has altered extension, flexion, and carrying angle as des
cribed, and it is noted that she had suffered a second injury. 

In essence, skeletal suspension has been found to be a very satisfactory 
form of primary treatment because: 

(1) the fracture can be easily and adequately reduced; 
(2) manipulative trauma in this "danger area" about the elbow is 

minimized; 
(3) the reduction is easily maintained; 
(4) the elevated position assists reduction of existing swelling and dis

courages further swelling; 
(5) compression of important nerves and vessels is avoided; 
(6) the child with a severe injury is kept in hospital under close obser

vation rather than being discharged to his home where complica
tions can develop insidiously and unobserved . 

Summary: 

The treatment of transcondylar fractures and supracondylar fractures of 
the humerus complicated by swelling is hazardous, difficult and often impossible 
by the manipulative method. The technique of skeletal suspension is outlined 
and the method is recommended, not as a last resort after manipulation has 
failed, but as a primary procedure for all transcondylar fractures and for supra
condylar fractw·es complicated by much swelling, displacement and rotation, 
and nerve injury or vascular compression. Ji'acts, which we feel make the 
procedure desirable, arc outlined. A sketch of the suspension apparatus is 
included. 

1. Hammond, G. - S. Clin N.A. 32:747-762 (June) l952. 
2. .Maylahn and Fahey - J.A.M.A. Jan. 18, 1958. 
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Salute to Edinburgh 1959 
During the course of a memorable week in July a thousand or more physi

cians from all parts of Canada invaded the historic and beloved city of Edin
burgh to attend along with their British colleagues a joint meeting of the British 
Medical Association and The Canadian Medical Association. Not least 
amongst this great gathering of medical men were those who made the pilgrim
age from "New Scotland" to the "Old Scotland" from whence so much of our 
provincial traditions stem. Some were to relive memories of student days now 
long past, many to sample for the first time the warm hospitality of the people 
and the charm of "Auld Reekie," and all I suspect to visit that sacred piece of 
land within the precincts of the Castle which is forever a part of Nova Scotia. 

The sunshine that was Edinburgh 1959 has now given place to the snow 
and ice of another Nova Scotia winter but it is our hope that as you sit by your 
fireside this Christmas before the crackling yule logs this anthology of memories 
which follows may remind those, who were fortunate enough to go, of a wonder
ful holiday, and the rest of us, mellowing our disappointment with another 
"Scotch", a rosy vision of future travels. 

H.C.S. 

The centre of all activities was a large building known as the Assembly 
Rooms and Music Hall, on George Street, in the heart of the city. At this 
location we found conveniences that one might expect in a large city club
information bmeau, post office, dining halls, bar, lounge, etc., and this pro
vided a common meeting place for Canadian and British doctors and their 
families. 

All Canadians were supper guests in various homes in Edinburgh on Sun
day evening, which was in itself a very delightful experience. Following this 
we were entertained by the B. B. C. Symphony Orchestra in Usher Hall, where 
the guest soloists were Duncan Robertson, tenor, and Jean Harvey, who 
thrilled the audience by playing both a piano and a violin concerto, which, 
in itself, is a very unusual feat. 

Monday evening we were guests of the B.M.A. at their adjourned annual 
general meeting. An outstanding address on medical science was delivered by 
Lord Adrian, the world renowned Physiologist. The vote of thanks to the 
speaker was made by our own Dr. Wilder Penfield, who remarked, "I have 
spent the week-end with Lord Adrian. I am amazed how humble a great man 
can be, and how great a humble man can be." 

Tuesday morning at 8.15, the annual Breakfast of the Christian Medical 
Fellowship was held at the North British Hotel. The same evening we were 
guests of the B.M.A. at their annual dinner at which time over two thousand 
sat down as one huge family. Both of these events will long be remembered. 

Wednesday afternoon, by the gracious permission of Her Majesty, the 
Queen, we were guests at a garden party in the gardens of the Palace of Holy
rood House, where our host was the Duke of Hamilton. The huge crowd, the 
great gardens, the Scottish Military Band, and the old castle in the background 
presented, on this fine afternoon, a spectacular sight. 

Wednesday evening, we were fortunate to witness a special performance of 
the "Military Tattoo," which is a highlight of the Edinburgh Festival in August 
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of each year, and is repeated every night on the grounds of Edinburgh castle 
for the three weeks during this period. The grandstand had been constructed 
in advance to accommodate some two thousand of the medical group. The 
skirl of the bagpipes and the "swish" or the kilts seemed to be the last word in 
precision drill. The haunting tones or the "Lone Piper" from his perch high 
up on the walls of the great castle, and the music of the combined brass and 
pipe bands provided a grand finale to a very unique occasion. 

All in all the doctors and their families were wined and dined on every side 
and the city was alive with activity during the whole week. One will long 
remember this beautiful Edinburgh with its great shops, its streets lined with 
grand old buildings, its monuments to Scott, Burns, and to its war heroes, its 
gardens, and, towering over it all, Edinburgh Castle. Above all we shall 
never forget its people and their genuine gift of hospitality. 

J. C. WICKWIRE 

As one of the senior members, I thought it might be fitting if I chose the 
Service at St. Giles' Cathedral, leaving an account of banquets and other 
entertainment to my junior colleagues. 

St. Giles is a medieval building of rugged grandeur. It has rigured largely 
in the early history of Scotland, the scene of intrigues and strife, at times seem
ing to be a fortress rather than a Christian church. It was destroyed several 
times and rebuilt so that different types of architecture are in evidence. From 
its pulpit John Knox thundered denunciation at all and sundry, including 
Mary, Queen of Scots. 

The great past of this cathedral gave a dignity and a solemnity to the 
service not soon to be forgotten by the doctors who were present that beautiful 
Sunday afternoon; and there were over a. thousand doctors there- for over an 
hour, the long procession wound its way into the church. Headed by church 
dignitaries, the Lord Provost and aldermen. the doctors in their vari-coloured 
gowns were followed by guards in their ancient uniforms with halberds and 
battle-axes. These guards stationed themselves at various positions inside the 
cathedral, no doubt following an ancient ritual of which we knew nothing, 
but whose observance added to the occasion. 

Scripture lessons were read by the Chairman of the B.:VLA. Council and 
by Dr. Norman Gosse, Chairman of the C.M.A. Council While the present 
minister, Rev. Dr. Whitley, did not follow the example of his great predecessor 
John Knox, and burl imprecations at us, he did preach a forceful sermon 
especially applicable to the medical profession. In it, he described tho dif
ferences between the doctors of an earlier day and those of to-day. In the old 
days a doctor often had to be minister, lawyer and friend as well. To-day 
doctors have too many "escape hatches" in the shape of specialists, antibiotics 
and tranquilizers. He hoped that modern tendencies would not altogether 
destroy the doctor-patient relationship, and that the family doctor would con
tinue to be the important factor in medical practice. 

This coming-together in worship of doctors from Canada and Britain in 
the historic cathedral of St. Giles, stands out among all the other <'Vents (enter
taining and enlightening though they were). made forever memorable by the 
splendor of its scene and ritual. To paraphrase Wordsworth: "Dull would he 
be of soul who could forget a sight so touching in its majesty." 

J.C. BALLEM 
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Conventions come and go, but I am sure that none of us who visited Edin
bw-gh in July of this year will ever forget it. We have always prided ourselves 
on having everything administered well, and have been particularly careful to 
see that ow- visitors' stay was made as happy as possible when a convention 
has been held in Halifax. However, Edinburgh is large, the convention was 
large, and I am sure no one could ever say the atmosphere was unfriendly, or 
that the people of Edinburgh did not do their utmost to make us welcome and 
happy. They arranged everything down to the very last item. Things went 
off so well that not once did I hear a complaining voice. To accommodate all 
the scientific and social events that must of necessity be carried on at such a 
meeting, it was necessary to have these occur at various points in the city. 
One would think that there would be difficulty in finding these places, and when 
one did find them difficulty in getting transportation to and from; but there 
always appeared to be a bus or someone there to direct your way and show you, 
if necessary, by actually accompanying you to the area. It was not difficult 
at all to stop someone on the street and ask for information, and as soon as they 
saw your badge they went out of their way to be as helpful and co-operative 
as possible. This then is my high light of Edinburgh. The friendliness and 
helpfulness of all the Edinburgh people in making our stay one of lhtl happiest 
conventions we have had. 

W. R. C. TUPPER 

The country, the homes and the Institutions presented an air of perman
ence that only the centuries can impart. The warmth of hospitality made one, 
at the same time, proud of being Canadian and happy that some Scottish an
cestry could be claimed. Concerning the meeting itself, both its professional 
and social aspects were characterised by the utmost degree of unobtrusive 
attention to detail. At the massive banquet in Waverley Market and at the 
meetings of the Section in Cardiology, the ability of the British speakers to 
make themselves clearly heard without the distortions of an amplifying system 
was a welcome change. 

No one who was there will ever forget the spine tingling sight and sound 
of the pipes, drums and band, and tho sunset ceremonial at the Castle-the 
sheer perfection of which epitomised the entire week in Edinburgh. 

L. C. STEEVES 

In our Department tho meetings wero of a high order, but in no way the 
most singular I have ever attended. As the papers were delivered and the 
discussion progressed, one was left with the pleasant reassurance that the 
people of Nova Scotia are served by well-informed medical men. This, I feel, 
is the usual happy realization that most physicians enjoy at such a meeting. 

The most impressive thing, even above the restrained grandeur of "Auld 
Reekie" herself, and even beyond the nearly impossible perfection of the out
sized formal dinner arrangements for the more than five thousand, was the 
incredible detailed attention given to the comfort and convenience of every 
delegate and family member. Within the hotels or in the places of assembly, or 
in the specially arranged pick-up-and-deposit transportation arrangements, 
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it was ever present and very real. This type of warm and personalized re
lationship will, for a long time, prove to be a very tangible target for any 
other medical convention, large or small. 

D. K . MURRAY 

(Editor's Note: An unsigned appendage to Dr. Murray's contribution sus
pected of having been perpetrated by Mrs. :Murray, states: "Greatly appreci
ated the thoughtfulness of Kleenex furnishing unlimited supplies of all their 
wares.") 

It is dangerous to ask a Scot to speak of his native land, particularly after a 
visit home; so I will merely tell you of one moment that will be mine forever. 

It was high up on the esplanade of Edinburgh Castle, and beneath us the 
city was settling herself down for the night after a perfect Summer day. The 
castle as ever stood firm and stark against the sky, and there were many of us 
gathered there to see the Military Tattoo. Our two boys sat hugging their 
knees, excited at being up so late, and I too was curiously moved. Suddenly 
out onto the wide sweep of the floodlit esplanade marched a band of pipers, 
with a gentle wind stirring here a plume, there a plaid, and all the while the 
pipes crooned a lament that most surely broke my heart. This I will remember, 
and it is enough. 

ANON. 

To me the high lights of the B.M.A.-C.M.A. meeting were the following. 
1. The terrific hospitality and generosity with which our British and 

Scottish colleagues welcomed us. As far as we personally were concerned, we 
were wined and dined from the first evening in Edinburgh until the last. As I 
said, this went to the point where concretely we had a bitter taste in our mouths 
at the end of the week; but in human relations terms the taste left by this 
tremendous hospitality was very sweet. Coupled with this was a great ad
miration for the efficient organization which particularly showed itself at the 
Waverley Market at which 2,500 people were fed without a hitch. When it is 
realized that the Waverley 1arkct is the equivalent of our Halifax City Market 
and it actually served that purpose only a few days before, the tremendousness 
of the task that these people did can be appreciated. 

2. Tw-ning to the scientific programme, I, of course, was most interested 
in the psychiatric portion of this. It was unusual and I think indicative of 
modern medical trends to find that the speaker at the adjourned annual meet
ing of the British Medical Association was the noted Neuro-physiologist, Lord 
Adrian, who spoke on "Our Concern for the J\1ind." Ile discussed in a rather 
brilliant way psychiatric developments since 'Yorld ·war I, attempting to 
bring together both the psychological and physical approaches to problems 
of human behaviour. Of most interest were his statements showing how little 
we really do know about behaviow- in its relationship with the nervous system. 
He categorically stated that we still have no clear idea of what most of the 
brain does or of what part it plays in guiding our thoughts and behaviour. 

3. The section on Psychiatry opened with a symposium on the teaching 
of Psychiatry in medical schools. This left little doubt that psychiatric teach
ing in British medical schools is much less developed than it is on thi& con~ 
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tinent. For example, a survey of the Departments of Psychiatry in 25 British 
medical schools showed an almost complete reliance on the lecture form of 
teaching as follows: 

Normal Psychology - 12 lectures with 4 demonstrations 
Medical Psychology - 6 lectures 
Psychological Medicine- 20 lectures and 10 clinical demonstrations, plus 

a small amount of time in the In-patient and 
Out-patient Clinic. Rarely was there any direct 
contact with patients. 

In the section on Neurosurgery there was an interesting discussion on the 
place of lobotomy in psychiatric therapy, but a panel which included Dr. W. 
l\1cKissop; a London Neurosurgeon, Dr. Walter Penfield; Dr. Alexander 
Kennedy of the University of Edinburgh, and Drs. Jim Tyhurst and Alan 
Walters of Canada. It was generally agreed by this panel that lobotomy was 
being used much less frequently since the introduction of tranquilizing drugs. 
Of particular interest was the opinion of the panel that lobotomy had no p lace 
in the treatment of psychogenic anxiety, and that the only form of neurotic 
illness in which lobotomy should be considered was a serious obsessive com
pulsive state. 

R. 0. JONES 

For me, the highlights of the Edinburgh Convention were not the great 
dinner in the Waverley Market, the various splendid receptions, the garden 
party at Holyrood or the service at St. Giles. Impressive as these undoubted ly 
were, I remember better a whole afternoon when I played "hookey" and spent 
it seeing ghosts. I sat on the grass in the Princes St. Gardens and heard around 
me the pleasant Edinburgh voices of children playing. Above me white 
clouds sailed across the blue sky and appeared to almost touch the topmost 
turrets of the old Castle. 

The ghosts I saw were old and new, but they all knew this spot. Bonnie 
Prince Charlie was there and Mary, Queen of Scots, James the Sixth and that 
Edwin whose borough it was. I saw as well the ghost of myself swotting Ian 
Aird's notes, and with more anxious countenance than ever poor Mary wore. 
Again I saw myself walking with my lit.tie boy, and I remembered the time 
when he listened to pipers and myself with C'qual appreciation. Here it was I 
bought him bis first ice cream "slider." Herc again I heard my first Air Raid 
Warning "for real." and once more I saw and heard the greatest of them all, 
Winston Churchill. 

The other memories I like best are the little ones too. I remember coming 
out late at night into a Princes Street flooded with moonlight, and strolling 
hand-in-hand with Ruth Murray. How's that for a highlight!) What matter 
if my other hand was held firmly by my wife, or that Doug was on Ruth's other 
side with Gordon Mahaney and his fair lady as outriders? I remember too, 
watching the faces of Kit and Clarence Morrison as the Fishwives choir sang 
"Scotland the Brave"; and I won't forget Marg Corston and her competent 
abandon in dealing either with the Schottische at Montreux or insolent waiters 
in Paris. And for sheer terror and beauty what could compare with the ride 
down the Royal Mile with Arthur Marshall driving? 

A hundred other memories there are, and how so1Ty I am for those who 
weren't there to share them. 

W. E. POLLETT 
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I probably saw less of the United Kingdom than the other contributors 
to this article, as I was only away from home ten days. My stay in Edinburgh 
was enriched by being a guest of Dr. and Mrs. E. A. Cormack in their home. 
T hey made me feol like one of the family. They, and their son J ack, wore 
deeply involved in the administration of the convention, and deserve a large 
measure of the praise which has been given by my co-authors. Through them 
I was "tipped-off" about the visit to Mellerstane House, which provided me 
with an extremely enjoyable afternoon. This "stately home" is the residence 
of the Earl and Countess of Haddington. The Countess is a Canadian by 
birth and a lady of exceptional charm. The house, and indeed the garden and 
en tire estate, were conceived, designed and built by those architects and 
furniture-makers who have made the name of Adam so famous. The "first 
Adam" built one part of the house and the "second Adam" added to it at a 
later date. The gorgeously proportioned rooms, well thought ou t lighting, 
the beautiful ceilings, the "built-ins", which we think of as being so modern, 
the relationship of the house to its garden, the splendid panorama seen from 
the terrace at the back, stretching into the distance where a beautiful pond 
accented the scene, all these were combined into a satisfying and tasteful 
whole. 

After leaving Edinbw·gh I visited Buxton for the meeting of the Heberden 
Society, which is the equivalent of our Canadian Rheumatism Association. 
Here, in a building which used to be the stable of the D u ke of Devonshire, is a 
modern hospital for the treatment of patients with Arthritis who require long
term care. Some stable! It is topped by a tremendous dome, beneath which 
is a huge circular area of hardwood floor surrounded by stone pillars. This 
area is used for recreation, dining, therapeutic exercises and occupational 
therapy, by the patients and staff. l\lany rooms, of course, open from the 
corridor which surrounds this central hall, and as you will see it is a most 
unusual hospital. The presentations at this meeting were of extremely high 
calibre. One in particular excited my interest. Mr. Charnley, an Orthopaedic 
Surgeon, believes that he has found a plastic whose physical, chemical char
acteristics closely approximate the lubricating characteristics of human carti
lage. He is using this material in hip joint arthroplasties. 

You should have been here! 

JOHN F. L. WOODBURY 

Abstract 

Vogelpoel L., Schrire, V., Nellen, M., Swa.nepoel, A. : The Use of A.my! 
Nitrite in the Di fferentiation of Fallot's Tetralogy and Pulmonary 
Stenosis With Intact Ventricular Septum: American Heart Journal: 57: 
803-819, June 1959. 

After referring to previous work demonstrating differences in auscultatory 
findings in severe instances of these abnormalities, the authors report on studies 
of 37 cases not sufficiently severe to give r.lear-cut criteria by auscultation. 
They indicate that the inhalation of Amyl Nitrite produces changes in the 
systolic murmur and the right ventricular pressures, which readily distinguish 
the two conditions. 

L.C.S. 
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Achieving A High Standard of Hospital Care 

Under A Hospital Insurance Program 

The Responsibility of the 

Hospital Insurance Commission 

G. G. Simms, M.D. 

Delivered at the Hospital Insurance Institute, September 12, 1959. 

The development and maintenance of high standards (of services) and 
reasonable and proper utilization of services is the prime responsibility of t he 
Hospital Insurance Commission. 

To develop and analyze this very categorical statement, it is first necessary 
to give some thought as to what we mean when we speak of "services." 

Ordinarily, when we use tho term " services" in connection with hospitals, 
we have in mind such therapeutic and scientific facilities as nursing, t he oper
ating-room, physiotherapy, the clinical laboratory, radiology, the pharmacy, 
the dietary department, otc. These might be described as the "direct services" , 
and they are the obvious ones. 

All too frequently we forget what we might call the "indirect services," 
e.g., the services provided by the Medical Record D epartment, t he Accounting 
D epartment, the Maintenance Department, the Housekeeping D epartmen t, 
etc. These services are of very real importance to the patient--they are essential 
for his comfort and safety. 

Having reviewed briefly the connotation of the term "services" as it re
lates to hospitals, it would appear in order to turn our attention to t he nature 
and extent of the responsibility of the Commission in respect to these services. 

The nature of the responsibility of the Commission is tripartite; i.e., t he 
Commission has responsibilities to the Provincial Government (representing 
t he people of the Province), to the Hospitals (for it is a hospital plan and we 
and the hospitals are partners in the plan) and to the Federal Government 
(with whom the Pl'Ovincial Government has entered into a detailed and definite 
agreement). 

The extent of the responsibility may be delineated, rather generally , by 
stating that the Commission, which is the body set up to administer the Hos
pital Insurance Plan, has as one of its functions, "to take all proper steps to 
develop and maintain a co-ordinated system of hospitals, training schools, and 
related health facilities throughout the Province." More specifically, the 
Commission " . .. shall act as a Provincial Standards Committee to insure, in 
so far as is possible, the development and maintenance of a high standard of 
hospital services and reasonable and proper utilization of hospital services in all 
(participating) hospitals in the Province." 

At this point, we may say that we have described what we mean 
when we speak of hospital services, and we have outlined very briefly t he 
nature and extent of Commission responsibility in regard to such services. 

The next logical step is to review the program of the Commission in respect 
to standards and utilization. 
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T he initial action of the Hospital Insurance Commission (or, more proper
ly , the Hospital Services Planning Commission) was to set up an over-all plan 
for standards control, which had as its basic premise the concept that such con
trol should be vested primarily with the hospital board. Such a concept seemed 
both ethical and eminently practical; the board of a hospital, as the "supreme 
authority" in the hospital, has "the legal and moral responsibility for the con
duct of thehospitalasan institution" 1

, andit is an accepted duty of a hospital 
board "to see that proper professional standards are maintained in the care of 
the sick." 2 

The specific technique, whereby standards control was vested primarily 
with the hospital board, was to incorporate into the legislation a mandatory 
" Hospital S t andards Committee" (with representation from the board, 
administration and medical staff) whose function was "to assist and advise 
the hospital board in developing and maintaining high standards of service 
and reasonable and proper utilization of services." 

While it was always assumed as self-evident by the Commission that the 
medical staff would advise the Hospital Standards Committee on funda
mentally medical matters, it was not the original intent of the Commission to 
recommend legislative provision for such a medical advisory group-it was 
considered unnecessary and probably getting a little bit too much to the "fine 
print" stage. However, at the rather urgent request of the medical profession, 
the Commission did recommend, and the Government did approve, the inclu
sion of a regulation making it mandatory that each Hospital Standards Com
mittee have a medical subcommittee whose function was to "study matters 
primarily of a medical nature and to report and advise the Hospital Standards 
Committee on such matters." 

Having in mind that the Provincial IYiaster Plan for a co-ordinated system 
of hospitals called for a regionalization of hospitals, it occurred to the Com
mission that it would be profitable to set up a Regional Standards Com
mittee to conduct studies, particularly relative to region! problems, and dis
seminate the fruits of their studies to the member hospitals in the region. 
Having in mind also that each hospital in the region was independent and "a 
peer in his own right," we thought it inadvisable to provide for any authority 
or regulatory powers in this regional committee. 

As the Commission had an inherent right and duty in regard to standards 
and utilization of services, and as this right and duty could not be abrogated, 
the over-all plan also proYided for a Provincial Standards Committee 
which would exercise, when necessary, an ultimate control. 

Very obviously, if the Commission, as the Provincial Standards Com
mittee, were to have the serious responsibility of being the ultimate au thori ty 
in the control of standards and utilization, then it was imperative that it be 
well informed and well advised. V\7 ith this in mind, the Commission employed 
on its staff technical counsellors in such fields as hospital administration, 
pharmacy, laboratory technology, X-ray technology, and accounting. It is 
the duty of these counsellors to assist and advise hospitals. To effect this, 
they visit hospitals periodically, and answer queries by correspondence. 

In order that the very best professional advice would be available, out
standing consultants were appointed. Some 14 of these consultants, cover-
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ing the major specialties in medicine, and nursing, form the Professional 
Technical Advisory Committee. The purpose of this committee is succintly 
and aptly described in the regulations-"To assist the Provincial Standards 
Committee in canying out its function . ... " 

As a further measure to insure that Commission decisions were just and 
proper, there was legislative provision made for an "ad hoc" Medical Review 
Board. The function of this board was to report on any case when, in the 
opinion of the Commission, a doubt existed concerning the medical necessity 
for hospital services. 

As is evident then, the first step was to recommend legislation that would, 
in the opinion of the Planning Commission, provide for an effective and proper 
control of standards and utilization. 

To the very real gratification of the Planning Commission, the Govern
ment approved their recommendations and enacted legislation accordingly. 
The second step was for the Hospital Insurance Commission to put the stand
ards control program intoJactual operation. 

Although experience to date covers little more than the first sh: months 
of the Plan, a very brief review would seem to serve a useful purpose-always 
bearing in mind that it is hardly what might be called "statistically significant." 

Hospital Standards Committees. A simple, brief questionnaire was 
sent out to the forty-seven 1 participating hospitals on July 27. Replies may 
be summarized as follows: 

1. Only 6 hospitals (13 %) had less than 3 persons on their hospital 
standards committees. However, one of these was a hospital 
recently opened and the other was a Federal hospital for which there 
is no "board" as such. Therefore it can be said that some 90% of 
the hospitals, after 6 months operation, met the requirements in this 
respect. 

2. Twenty-three hospitals (51%) had regular semi-monthly meetings 
of the hospital standards committees. 

3. Excluding six outpost hospitals with one doctor on the staff, 29 
hospitals (74%) reported that their medical subcommittees were 
active. Of course, this means that 10 hospitals (26%) did not have 
active medical subcommittees. 

As stated before, the period under study is too short to make valid deduc
tions on the results of this questionnaire. :Moreover, the onset of the Plan was 
a major episode in the evolution of hospital care in this Province. Not with
standing this, one comment surely appears warranted: failure of acceptance 
of responsibility at the hospital level can only mean lessened authority 
at that level. 

Regional Standards Committee 
As time is short, and another presentation deals with the matter, I will 

refrain from commenting on the status of Regional Standards Committees. 

Provincial Standards Committee 
With respect to the Provincial Standards Committee, suffice it to say 

that it is active and has met on demand. 
The Professional Technical Advisory Committee, since its organi

zation during the early months of the Plan, met practically regularly on about 
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a monthly basis, up until the summer holiday season. In all, six meetings 
were held. It is expected that it will reconvene early in the fall; The Com
mission is appreciative of the outstanding service rendered by this Committee 
and all its consultants. It is in all sincerity not an exaggeration to state that 
without the service and guidance of its consultants, the work of the Com
mfasion to date would have been a virtual failure. 

The Medical R eview Board has visited four hospitals and, with one ex
ception, the visits were most profitable and successful. 

The hospital counsellors in their various fields, have been active, and 
we believe that their efforts have been appreciated by hospital boards and 
staffs. There is rather urgent need for a nursing counsellor and a dietician 
counsellor. It is hoped and expected that these posts will be filled in the near 
future. 

In conclusion, it may be said that the Commission does have a very real 
and a very important responsibility in the achieving of a high standard of 
hospital care. Much thought was given to developing a plan to realize this 
achievement, that would place the maxim authority at the hospital level. 
It is to be sincerely hoped that gradually there will be full acceptance of the 
re~ponsibility that of necessity must accompany such authority. 

(1) Standards for Hospital Accreditation of Joint Commission or 
Accreditation of Hospitals, Revised Jan. 28, 1956. 

(2) American Hospital Association, Code of Ethics 
(3) Two hospitals had not replied as of Sept. 17, 1959. 

Abstract 

Drug Utilization . Dr. J. B. MacDonald, Stellarton, N. S. Presented 
at the Hospital Insurance Institute September 22, 1959. 

This paper deals with the "overutilization" of drugs in hospital. The 
question is dealt with under four headings: (1) Unnecessary prescribing. 
(2) Needlessly large dosage. (3) Continuance beyond the optimum period. 
(4) Prescribing an expensive preparation when a cheaper one would be as good 
or perhaps better. Illustrative examples are given. 

It is suggested that many physicians do not sufficiently weigh these mat
ters and, in particular, fail to do so in hospital situations where drugs are in
cluded under insured benefits. The statement is made that failure in this regard 
is intimately associated with dereliction in respect to history and note-recording. 

A plea for more adequate teaching of therapeutic economics is combined 
with the suggestion that parallel studies of the comparative therapeutic value 
of certain common methods of treatment should be made. An example given 
involves the treatment of non-specific gastro-enteritis with simple antidiarrhoeal 
mixtures instead of "fancy antibiotic-antidiarrhoeal preparations." AnothPr 
pits antipyretics against antibiotics in fevers of unknown origin. 

The author believes that attention to the foregoing would result in worth
while benefit to the patients and a considerable reduction in the cost of treat
ment. 
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Utilization and Standards of Laboratory 

Services 
Abstract of a talk given at Nova Scotia Ilospital Institute, September, 

1959, by Dr. 0 . C. Macintosh, Consultant in Laboratory Services Nova 
Scotia Hospital Insurance Commission. 

In terms of units; tho amount of laboratory services utilized for in-patients 
throughout the Province has been approximately 25% higher during the first 
seven months of 1959 than for the corresponding period in 1958. A proportion 
of this increase is probably due to continuation of the progressive increase in 
utilization of such services noted over the past number of years and a propor
tion may be due to increased hospital occupancy. It appears, however, that a 
large part of the increase may have been duo to the institution of "hospital 
insurance.'' 

Hospital statistics on the utilization of in-patient laboratory services per 
hospital patient day (Per diem utiLization) give a more correct picture of utili
zation trends as the effc:ict of increased bed occupancy is nullified. The use of 
this index also eliminates the effect of extension of laboratory services. An 
increase of slightly over 10% occurred in per diem utilization for the first six 
months in 1959 as compared to a similar period in 1958. 

A comparison of the per diem utilization of laboratory services in hospitals 
over 50 beds and hospitals under 50 beds indicates that, in general, 50% more 
services arc being utilized in the former than in the latter. That some of this 
increase must be due to increased availability of services in our larger hospitals 
and the more complex type of disease treated in them, is immediately apparent. 
HowoYer, sampling of utilization of laboratory services with similar diagnoses in 
both classes of hospitals indicates that the nature of the case treated does not 
provide the whole explanation. 

A comparison of per diem utilization in our hospitals, graded by bed capa
city, indicates that in general tho larger the hospital the higher the per diem 
utilization of laboratory services. In addition it shows the larger the hospital 
the more pronounced the increase per diem utilization for 1959 as compared to 
1958. 

A programme for the evaluation of standards in our laboratories is in the 
initial stages of development. Preliminary results in the field of biochemistry 
are most discouraging, particularly those from our small hospitals. 

Due to the increasing complexit.v of laboratory techniques, it is quite 
evident that the day is past when the nurse superintendent or the average 
staff physician can adequately supervise the work of the laboratory technician. 
Personal experience has shown that technicians particularly in smaller hospitals 
do not usually run any controls or standards with their tests and are thus with
o~t any check on the accuracy of their findings or the reliability of their tech
mques. 

Smaller hospitals often purchase sub standard equipment and technicians 
in such institutions institute and maintain sub standard techniques without 
obtaining expert advice on these matters. 

It is felt that any significant improvements in standards is dependent on 
further development and implementation of the regional concept of laboratory 
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services. This concept has been developed to the regional laboratory stage fo 
the eastern end of our ProYince but little progress has been made in the west. 
However, little bas been done in any part of our ProYince to ensure close co
operation between our smaller hospital laboratories and regional laboratories 
under the supervision of a qualified laboratory director. 

It is only through the constant and dedicated attention of an experienced 
laboratory director that a modern laboratory operation can achieve and main
tain a rea~onable standard of accuracy. If we arc to make significant progress 
in raising the standards of laboratory services in this Province provision must 
be made for each and eYory hospital large and small to ensure qualified 
supervision and direction of its laboratory sen-ices. This can be done 
by establishing regional laboratories in those areas where they are not at present 
available and making the services of pathologist directors available to all 
hospital laboratories to a degree commensurate with the requirements of tho 
hospital concerned. 

Abstract 
Utilization of Radiological Services. H. R. Corbett, ).I.D., Sydney, 

N . S. Presented at the Institute, Nova cotia Hospital Commission, Halifax, 
Nova Scotia, on eptember 22, 1959. 

The speaker defined the insured radiological services with respect to two 
categories of patients, (a) in-patients who have complete coverage and (b) 
out-patients who have insurance coverage for certain specific examinations 
including gastrointestinal tract, gall bladder, genitourinary tract and fractures 
within forty-eight hours of injury. (It will be noted that insured coverage has 
been changed since the time of this report to include neurological examinations, 
chest, initial and follow-up examinations of traumatic cases and vascular 
examinations using contrast media.) 

Statistics were presented indicating that prior to 1959 there had been an 
annual increase in radiological examinations of apprnximatcly 5%. The 
estimated increase in radiological examinations expected in 1959 when insured 
services were instituted was 15%. The actual increase in examinations during 
the first six months of 1959 compared with a similar period of 1958 was 25%. 
During the first half of 1959, there have been (1) a greater number of in-patient 
X-ray examinations due to increased hospital admissions. (2) a greater number 
of multiple examinations on the samc> in-patient, and (3) increased out-patient 
examinations, especially in accident and gastro-intestinal cases. 

The speaker felt tho out-patient coverage has lessened the demand for 
hospital beds. 

Ile discussed the optimum work load of 9,000 examinations per radiologist 
yearly. There are in Nova Scotia, eightec>n full-time radiologists with an 
annual work load of appro:-rimately 164,000 examinations, howeYer in certain 
geographic areas such as Cape Breton, radiologists have a much higher work 
load than the provincial average. Ile suggc>stcd that the situation had been 
improved in Cape Breton by appointment of an associate radiologist in Sydney. 
Additional equipment and increased size of radiological departments are 
necessary. Bursaries providing financial assistance to student technicians 
have resulted in increased enrolment. 

It was stated that the quality of radiological service can be affected by 
(1) too heavy work load on the radiologist, (2) lack of suIIicimt number of 
trained techniC'al staff, and (3) lack of space and X-ray equipment. The 
speaker felt that the demand for unnecessary utilization of radiological services 
would level off during the ensuing year. 
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Radiation Protection - The Clinical Problem * 
A. J. M. Griffiths, l\IRCS, LRCP. 

During the last five years there has been growing awareness of the poten
tial dangers of excessive exposure to ionising radiations to the future well-being 
of mankind. It is generally agreed that the immediate benefits to be gained 
by the use of diagnostic radiological procedures outweigh the genetic disad
vantages, which in any case are likely to become apparent in future generations 
after we arc safely out of the way and can no longer be brought to book. The 
section of the population which is at the greatest risk from radiation is the 
under 3fi age group and the fetus in utero . It appears statistically that the 
bulk of our rC'production is achieved before the age of 35, although we can con
sole ourselves with the occasional reports of gentlemen whose prowess or 
credulity enables them to become fathers even at a ripe old age. 

Diagnostic Radiology has already done much to set its house in order by 
technical developments which have reduced the exposure required to achieve 
satisfactory examinations. Now. radiologists by and large deal only with 
referred patients and it is the clinician who does the referring. At the risk of 
ruining my own livelihood as a radiologist, I would like to make some sugges
tions to you about the ways in which you can help to reduce the number and 
extent of the .X-ray examinations which are done, and thus play your part in 
preserving the quality of our descendants. For 1 am sure that there is still 
room for improvement and that substantial numbers of unnecessary examin
ations arc being made on younger people. Of course, you may still keep the 
wolf from my door by referring the elderly for confirmation of your clinical 
acumen in the diagnosis of osteo-arthritis of the spine and other joints. 

One of my teachers used to say that before ordering any laboratory or 
radiological examination it was essential to have a definite question in mind 
and alternative procedures mapped out in advance; if the result is positive, so 
and so will be done; if negative, such and such. The point I wish to make is 
that today there must be a good indication for an X-ray examination in the 
younger patients; it is no longer fair to use the Department as a means of 
temporising while minds are made up. The risks of this practice to unborn 
generations have been published. This brings to mind the assault which is 
made in some centers on patients with abdominal symptoms. A cholecysto
gram, barium enema and barium meal may be ordered as a routine, (indeed an 
I.\T.P. may be thrown in for good measure if there is an aversion to urinalysis), 
and nothing further is done until the reports of all these examinations are 
received. I know these cases may be difficult, but in many instances we have a 
shrewd idea of where the troubles lies and can deal with that area first and call 
off tho search if we strike oil first time. I prefer to forget the number of times 
I have seen gall stones demonstrated, but the cholecystogram followed by a 
normal barium enema and meal. I know a case can be made out for excluding 
a co-existing ulcer before doing a cholecystectomy, but what are we trying to 
exclude in suC'h patients when we ask for a barium enema? ·we really should 
think sc>riously about this because the gonad dose is substantial. While we 
are on the subject of barium studies, there are two more matters which I would 
like to hring to your attention. First of all, whatever the DV A may say, I 
think the symptomatology is a better sign of healing of a duodenal ulcer than 

*Paper read before Antigonish-Guysborough Medical Society, September 1959. 
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the radiological appearances. In other words, a recheck barium meal is not 
often justified. 

Gastric ulcers are a different problem because, as we all know, medical 
treatment may give symptomatic relief for a time in carcinomatous ulceration. 
But then again it is the under 35 age group we are worrying about now and 
gastric carcinoma is more common later in life than that. It has been indi
cated by one English group that there is little to be gained by re-x-raying a 
patient with a known history of duodenal ulcer who has a recurrence of symp
toms identical with those of his previous ulcer. If the symptomatology 
changes, then re-examination is justified to exclude cancer. The second matter 
I want to mention is the patient who shops around with his ulcer and has a 
barium meal ordered by each surgeon whom he consults. This character 
may raise his head more frequenily in Nova Scotia now that out-patient 
barium meals arc insured ser·vices. I have personal experience of one such 
individual ·who dcvelopE'd an erythcma in the small of his back as the result 
of many views of bis duodenal cap being taken over a thrco week period by 
se\'eral different Radiologists. I had the misfortune to be the last and there 
were some anxious moments before the affair was cleared up. Patients do not 
always tell the truth when askc>d when they last had a barium meal, but we 
can bC' on our guard. 

This raises another point which is worth considering. How often arC' 
radiological examinations repeated un-neoessarily when a patient is referred 
from a small to a larger center? I worked in the Ivory Towers for nine years 
before seeking tho greener and more restful pastures of a small town and I 
know how often we were asked to confirm the findings of smaller institutions, 
even though perfectly good films and interpretations accompanied the patient 
in his traYels. This practice was declining and being replaced by consultation 
between the surgeon and radiologist at the larger center, who together reviewed 
the referred films and the clinical findings before deciding on further work. 
I am sure that this is what should be done; it is therefore most important that a 
good case history, films and interpretations should be sent with all referred 
patients. 

Having seen both sides of the battle, I would also suggest that those of us 
on the outside restrain our enthusiasm occasionally. For instance, we may 
have a patient with a lumbar disc protrusion who we know will be referred to a 
larger <'enter for a nc>uro-surgeon 's opinion. It is better to let tho ncuro-surgeon 
and the radiologi t of his C'hoic>e do the myelogram together rather than attempt 
the procc>dure ourse!Yc>s, howevN competent we may be at the technique. 
The fluoroscopic findings arc frequently very valuable to the neuro-surgeon 
and he may want to sec these for himself, as well as the films which are all the 
radiological evidence we can send with the patient. A nice judgment is re
quired on how much to do and how much to leave, but a little thought will 
often help reach the right decision in the interests of the patient. 

Quite apart from patients who are likely to be referred away, we should 
perhaps pay more heed to tho extent of the examinations which are requested 
in our own practice. As a radiologist, my hackles rise when I see a request 
for PA and lateral chest· just like that- with no indication for the lateral view, 
let alone any suggestion about whether a left or right lateral is desirable. The 
answer, to my mind. is to give some indication of what is being sought and leave 
it to the radiologist to order laterals if he sees good reason for them on the 
wet PA film. This implies the necessity for confidence in the judgment of your 
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radiologist and an atmosphere of consultation and not dictation. Those of us 
who enjoy such a situation are indeed blessed and our patients are Yery for
tunate. If you do not haYe such a state of affairs in your Hospital, it is high 
time you did something about it. Remember that it takes two to make a 
quarrel and all th<' faults may not be those of the radiologist. It is by co-oper
ation bet wem tho clinician and the radiologist that much can be accomplished 
in reducing unsatisfactory or unnecessary examinations. 

I remember one occasion when I was a house-surgeon and with much 
aplomb diagnosed post-operative consolidation in the right lower lobe by in
spection, palpation, percussion and auscul talion and a glance at the temperature 
chart. To my mortification and tho unconcealed delight of my Chief who did 
not confirm my clinical findings, tho films showed no abnormality. The radio
logist, however, r0stored my morale and wiped tho grin oif the face of the Chief 
by suggesting a repeat examination a day later; and there was the consolidated 
lower lobe in all its glory. This incident, of course, was a practical demon
stration of what Brailsford has called the latent radiographic period, (~1arch 
fractures and fractures of the scaphoid are other examples). You will notice 
that the patient had two examinations when only the second was of value. 
I am not suggesting that treatment should be delayed, but other things being 
equal, hold off chC'st X-rays for 24 hours ii you are confident about that con
solidation. Atalectasis will show up quickly, pulmonary embolism perhaps 
more slowly. If in doubt consult your radiologist. Proper timing may reduce 
the numb<'l· of examinations performed. 

\Yo are> all familiar with the fact that the radiological appearances of 
healing fracture>s arc often more depressing than the clinical findings and yet we 
find some surgeons apparently unable to resist a weekly peep at the healing 
process, even through the overlying cast. Dare I suggest that apart from check 
of position on change of cast. followup films to show healing be deferred until 
you think that the time has come to remove the cast? An examination out of 
plaster is more Yaluable as a guide to healing and you may be tempted to leave 
the plaster on for an adequate time if you have to replace it when you have 
jumped tho gun. Self discipline, so the~r tell me, is a wonderful thing. 

The uses and abuses of diagnostic radiology in obstetrics is a rather 
specialized subjc>ct and one on which the most violent and extrC'me Yiews for 
and against may be held. I am strictly neuhal about pelvimetry and merely 
do my best to obtain accurate results with minimum radiation of the patient. 
If the obstetrician needs assistance in the management of d.rstocia, I think 
pel\'imotry may help, especially at the mid pelvic level. In the present state 
of our knowledge, I do not think routine pelvimetries of all primigravida are 
justifiable. (In fact I would go further and question the desirability of any so 
called routine X-rny examinations.) What I would ask you all to bear in mind 
is that the first three months of fetal life is a highl;\' dangerous period as far as 
irradiation is concerned and we should ponder carefully before conducting an 
X -ray examination on the abdomen of the expectant mother with an early 
pregnancy. lf s uch examinations arc indicated, the minimum number of films 
should be taken and fluoroscopy used very sparingly. As far as possible the 
pelvis should be excluded from examination. Once again a lot can be achieved 
if the surgeon and radiologist consult together and plan tho attack. A single 
15 minute film is often all that is needed for a satisfactory intravenous pyelo
gram and morning sickness and dyspepsia will usually pass without a barium 
meal. I hate seeing fetal parts as an incidental finding and enquiry into the 
menstrual cycle is usually part of the case history in younger women. 
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It is when we come to pediatric X-ray work that. I really get. worried over 
protection, and the smaller the child the worse the p1oblem. It is much more 
difficult to confine the examination to the suspect area and all too often we are 
guilt.'' of whole body radiation of babies. Young children are frequently unco
operative and repC'at examinations may be needed before a film of diagnostic 
quality i obtained. I ha,·c been very grateful to my clinical colleagues when 
they haYe been thoughtful enough to order sedation for young patients before 
sending them to my Department, and I think more use might be made of 
sedatives, particularly before barium enema or pyelography. An X-ray ma
chine is a pretty frightening thing on first acquaintance and children are rarely 
at thC'ir best in the strange surroundings of doctors offices, out-patient or X-ray 
departments. II sedatives are prescribed the dosage must be adequate; some 
C'hildren get quitC' intoxicated on a little nembutal. I have had some success 
whC'n dC'aling with the really difficult child by having a dummy run at an exam
ination and then SC'nding him away for half an hour; on his return be is often 
much more managC'ablc. uC'h a practice needs the forbearance of the clini
cian who is waiting for th<' result. <'Specially if he has other urgent calls on his 
time. But we must be prC'parcd to spend more time on pediatric examinations 
if W<' arC' to keep the radiation to a minimum. Incidentally, it is only being 
<'OnsidC'ratC' if you ha,·e th<' chest X-rayed before the blood count. Laboratory 
and X-ray Technirians look much the same and no child is really well bebavC'd 
after being punctured. 

I hope that what I han' said to-day is enough to remind you that the pro
tection of the public from unnecessary exposures to radiation is quite as much 
your responsibility as it is the radiologists. The radiologists and the physicists 
and the cquipnwnt manufacturers have done a lot to cut down the exposure 
requir<'d to perform an adequatC' and satisfactory examination. But it is you 
who request the examinations and I ,·enture to suggest that each of you with a 
little thought can play a part in the defence of the well being of future gener
ations by using judgment and discrimination in the requests you make to the 
X-ray department. There is little doubt that all forms of radiation are double 
edged weapons and must accordingly be treated with respect. 

Abstr act 

Zettner, A.: P arad oxic a nd Knotted Embolism: American Heart Journal: 
57 : 921-925, Jun<', 1959. 

For the development of a paradoxic embolism three conditions must exist: 
( l ) em bolus of venous origin, (2) open foramen ovale, and (3) reversal of the 
pressure g1 adient between the atria. After enlarging on these points, the author 
presents the case of a 55 year old negro woman who died suddenly after a 
thirty minute period of ma1·ked cardiac arrythmia, and was demonstrated at 
autopsy to have massive bilateral pulmonary thromboses. The foramen ovale 
was occluded by an embolus consisting of two thrombi knotted together. 
While 51 case reports of paradoxic embolism were re,·ealed by the author's 
review of the literature, this is the first instance of the knotting of two blood 
clots, tberf> being one other instance of the knotting of a single clot. 

L.C.S. 
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"A REQUIEM FOR A LITTLE RED CAR" 

The Christmas after I became four years of age I was given the little red 
car. It was nine inches long and three and one-half inches high, cast iron even 
to the wheels. Tho car was a touring sedan perhaps an old McLaughlin
Buick, one of those in which celluloid windows were snapped into place when 
it rained. The car was fire-engine red and sturdy enough to stand up to the 
most energetic boy. This car was as much a companion to mo as a play-thing. 
It travelled a million little-boy-miles over carpets, hardwood floors, along the 
arm and over the back of the leather chair, in and out between the legs of the 
dining room table, past the drafty French doors, across the tile in front of the 
fire place and disappeared into the dark jungle of the red velvet drapes. My 
little rod car lasted throughout my entire boyhood and never lost its place in 
my affections despite other gifts that camo after. It was an important part 
of my life for four or five years. My last memory of it was its slightly forlorn 
appearance when it was left too close to the fire place and the paint along one 
side had become blistered. I don't know what happened to it. I imagine 
it was given to a younger child after I had grown older. 

The memory of that little red car brings back the excitement of those 
early Christmas mornings. The very air scorned to crackle and tingle with 
expectancy. My brother and I would awaken about 6.30 or 7 A.M. and sit 
wrapped in our bed-clothes in our twin beds almost writhing with suppressed 
excitement. We sat there in that cold room chattering like magpies about the 
surprises waiting downstairs. We would slip out on to the stairs and peer 
through the banister at the Christmas tree. There beyond the French doors 
lay a glistening tree with packages heaped around its base and smaller ones 
lodged among its branches. I do not even remember going farther than the 
French doors before break-fast was over. Even in that far-off day some con
cession was made to tho anticipation and excitement of two small boys. Often 
we would find a preliminary gift left by Santa Claus on his departure. One 
Christmas we found a blackboard that we had asked for frequently since the 
previous July hanging on the back of the kitchen door at tho foot of the stairs. 
We stayed at the blackboard from the time we came down until breakfast was 
ready. Th.inking about it now there is an almost physical awareness of the 
difference in temperature between our room upstairs, tho cold upstairs hall, 
the staircase and the warmth of the kitchen. 

Christmas morning followed a firmly established ritual that was carefully 
observed by the children. We seemed to wait for an endless period until 
Mother went down to begin breakfast. Soon after we >vent down and, for one 
morning in the year, were seated at the table when breakfast was ready. 
Finally Father appeared wrapped in his faded green dressing gown with its 
tasseled cord. Twenty-five years later when my brother and I came out of 
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the Services this old dressing gown was still in use. Breakfast was a short 
excited meal eaten in view of the Christmas tree only partially hidden by the 
red velvet drapes. We scarcely knew what we were eating but at last when 
Father had finished his coffee we went in and took our places around the 
Christmas tree. My favourite spot was on the floor beneath the low front 
windows with my back pressed against the radiator. The next ten or fifteen 
minutes are all mixed up in my memory. Dad took the gifts from the tree at 
random and read out the names on the tags. At first we went up to receive 
them but finally they were passed or thrown to us. I tried to evaluate my gifts 
before I opened them. I wanted to open the least coveted of gifts first and 
save the real treasures until the last. In part, the reason was to prolong the 
excitement of the moment and partly to annoy my brother who always had his 
gifts open first. However, I did not pay complete attention to the gift I was 
receiving for I did not want to miss the reaction of Dad or Mother or Brother 
when they opened my small gifts to them. This was a family experience and 
even as a young child I realized that the magic time would have no meaning 
unless the whole family shared it. 

Christmas seems so different now as I try to relive the festival in my own 
children. Looking back to those early Christmases between my fourth and 
eighth birthdays I seem to remember solid comforts despite a dim awareness 
of a threat of scarcity and deprivation current in the world outside. \f e had 
a few durable toys which were treasured because they were so keenly antici
pated. They stood out in our minds clear of tho distractions of abundance. 
We were lead to expect one "big" gift with a few minor or utility gifts. There 
would not have been a mass of glittering and expensive gadgets even if my 
father could have afforded them. The Christmas gift is a symbol. Whether 
the gift is large or small should not matter. If the spirit and atmosphere of 
Christmas is not present in the hearts of the family members the symbols, 
even in abundance, will not provide a true Christmas. My children seem so 
intent upon how much they are getting and so in competition with one another 
that I feel they miss much of the joy and magic of the Christmases I remember. 
Has all the warmth, mystery and good-will boon gradually leached out of the 
Christmas festival since I was a boy? 

Did the Halifax papers of some 35 years ago carry the symbol of Santa 
Claus in the advertisements in early November? When did the department 
store Santas begin to appear in this area? Why does the intense ballyhoo, 
the endless exploitation of the symbols of Christmas-(Santa Claus, the tree 
and the carols) begin so early? The purpose of this effort is to work the adults 
into a frenzy of buying and the children into a turmoil of anxious desire. I 
look forward to Christmas with foreboding. It is a time in which outside 
pressures arouse feelings of antagonism and resentment which undermine the 
true Christmas spirit. Did we have anything like the modern "curse of the 
Christmas card" 35 years ago. These gaudy impersonal "assembly-line" 
products have only the most meretricious of claims to our attention-that of 
novelty. Surely this is a pointless ritual, buying several hundred expensive 
cards and sending them without anything of ourselves. For many the chief 
claim to this recognition lies in the likelihood of their receipt of a similar card 
from you. If the gift without the giver is dead, then the whole Christmas card 
ritual has been dead from the beginning. I would much rather receive a short 
note on plain paper than the most ornate Christmas card ever conceived. I 
feel a pang of regret, almost resentment at having nothing from an old friend 
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except a card with a printed or hurriedly scrawled identification. The name 
may arouse faint memories of a happier time and this heightens one's resent
ment. The net effect of these cards is a feeling of unease and perturbation. 
One solution to this is to circulate a Christmas letter reviewing the past year's 
events. A duplicating service will do them up for you, decked in holly, for 
less than the cost of your cards. I have had such letters with a border which 
chronicled the doings of the family in amusing sketches. We can escape this 
bit of social hysteria which began with the best of intentions. 

There is dissatisfaction with the present state of the Christmas Festival. 
The movement to restore this day to its former glory has for its motto" Put 
Christ Back into Christmas." This is a religious observance despite the over
whelming emphasis on material gifts and the punch-bowl. May I, faded and 
out-of-date tho' I am, make these suggestions for this Christmas and all of 
1960. 

Give more of yourself this Christmas. If you are all used up and have 
nothing of kindness, sympathy and companionship left-stop and recharge 
your stores of benevolence. Read whatever Mother read to you, to your own 
children this Christmas Eve, -the Christmas Carol or Mr. Pickwick's party 
with the Wardles is still charming stuff. Act as if Santa was really coming and, 
who knows, on Christmas morning he may leave his spirit 'round your hearth. 

Seasons Greetings to All. 

BROTHER TIMOTHY. 

Abstract 

Biorck, G. : Social and Psychological P r oblems in Patients with 
Chronic Cardiac Illness: American Heart Journal, 58: pages 414-417, 
September 1959. 

Studying t he social and psychological problems in a group of 223 cardiac 
patients in Sweden, the author and his sociR.l worker point up two deleterious 
trends in current medical practice. Regarding hospitalization he stated "The 
two most common complaints were: lack of rest in the wards, and lack of 
adequate information about their condition from the responsible physician, 
who generally appeared to have too little time to speak to the patients." 
Because of this fact--or perhaps it is an erroneous concept?-pat.ients refrain 
from telling the doctors about their troubles and wonies. Some of this infor
mation goes instead to nurses or social workers. I am personally afraid of this 
apparent tendency in the modern hospital, whereby the doctor becomes more 
and more of a technician, and the human relations with the patient and his 
family are delegated to other categories of personnel." The author closes by 
stating "In dealing with cardiac patients, much may be learned by listening to 
their heart with the stethoscope, but it may be even more important to listen 
to the patient himself, without a stethoscope." 

L.C.S. 
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Personal Interest Notes 

LOCAL NOTES 

Cumber land Medical Society: 

Dr. Norman Glen was recently reappointed District Commissioner, 
Amherst District of the Boy Scouts Association. 

Dr. David Drury left November 25, 1959 to spend eight days in New York, 
accompanied by his son, Kenneth. 

Dr. George Saunders recently visited friends in Saint John, Fredericton, 
N. B. where he met Dr. Moffatt, previously of Springhill, N. S. 

Halifax Medical Society : 

Dr. Arthur L. Murphy was recently awarded the Halifax Herald Trophy 
for the best drama written in Nova Scotia during the year. His play, "Call 
Me Michael" was a CBC-TV presentation. 

November 4, 1959: First regular meeting of the Halifax Medical Society 
at the Victoria General Hospital Auditorium. The Clinical Program was a 
panel discussion on the topic of "Surgically Correctable Heart Disease." 
Members of the panel, chaired by Dr. W. A. Murray were: Drs. G. E . Davis, 
D . L. Roy, S. J. Shane, L. C. Steeves. 

November 26, 1959: Victoria General Hospital Staff dinner was held at 
the Lord Nelson Hotel. 

Tenders are being called for construction of the new addition to the Halifax 
Infirmary. 

Dr. William Murray was re-elected president of the Dalhousie Medical 
Alumni Association at a dinner meeting held at the Lord Nelson Hotel. Dr. 
Murray Fraser, head of the nominating committee, brought in the same slate 
of officers as presented last year. 

Western Nova Scotia Medical Society : 

Dr. Gerald Belliveau, Yarmouth has recently returned from a short course 
on anaesthesia in Boston. 

Dr. William Phinney, Dr. J . Balmanno, and Dr. George Buchn of Yar
mouth, successfully reduced the deer and woodchuck population of Yarmouth 
County. 

Dr. I. B. Barclay recently tendered his resignation as radiologist to the 
Yarmouth Hospital. 

Tenders are being called for the construction of the new Yarmouth Hos
pital. 

The Nova Scotia Society of Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology: 

November 2, 1959: Combined meeting with the New Brunswick Society 
chaired by the president, Dr. L. F. Doiron, Digby. There were a large number 
of interesting case presentations which reflects the hard work of the secretary, 
Dr. C. F. Keays. A business meeting and several papers occupied the after
noon, including presentations by Doctors A. G. Shane, D. M. MacRae, E. I. 
Glenister. 
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University : 

Dr. C. B. Stewart, Dean of Medicine, Dalhousie University has been made 
an additional Canadian member of tho International Epidemiological Associ
ation. The Association which was started in 1954, consists of 90 members for 
33 countries and is designed to facilitate informal communication between 
doctors who a.re engaged in full time teaching of Preventive Medicine. The 
appointment is a particular honour for Dr. Stewart and for Dalhousie Uni
versity as there are only two members in the Association from Canada. 

Births: 

Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Macinnes, a daughter, Grace Maternity Hospital, 
Halifax, November 9, 1959. 

Dr. and Mrs. D . F. MacLennan, a son, Grace Maternity Hospital, Halifax, 
November 25, 1959. 

Dr. and Mrs. \V. R. Siddall, a son, Eastern Shore Memorial Hospital, 
November 1, 1959. 

Coming Meetings 

January 13, 1960: Halifax Medical Society- Third Regular Meeting
Camp Hill Hospital. 

Obituary 

Doctor Victor Owen Mader, well known Halifax surgeon, died in tho Vic
toria General Hospital, Halifax, on October 25, 1959, at ihe age of fifty-eight,. 
A medical graduate of 1\foGill University, post-graduate work in Vienna, 
Fellow and Member of Council of the Royal College of Surgeons of Canada. 
and Associate Professor of Surgery at Dalhousie UniYersity. Ile went overseas 
in 1939 as Commander of the 22nd Field Ambulance Company and returned in 
1945 with an outstanding record as Commander of No. 7 General Hospital. 
His outside interest included membership in the Masonic Order, cottish Rite, 
Past Commodore of the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron, Past, President, 
of the Charitable Irish Society and Charter Member of tho Halifax Flying 
Club. Medicine has lost a fine surgeon, Halifax a fine citizen. 

The Nova Scotia Medical Bulletin extends sympathy to Doctor E. T . 
Granville of Halifax and Doctor F. J. Granville of Stellarton, on the death of 
their mother, Mrs. Mary Granville, Halifax, on September 18, 1959: Doctor 
A. B. Crosby, Halifax, on the death of his mother, Mrs. \''eronica F. Crosby, 
Halifax, on September 27, 1959, and Doctor J. J. Carroll of Aniigonish on 
the death of his brother, Very Rev. F. L. Carroll, Rector of St. Mary's Basilica, 
Halifax, on October 2, 1959. 
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INFECTIOUS DISEASES-NOVA SCOTIA 
Reported Summary for the Month of September, 1959 

NOVA SCOTIA CANADA 
1959 1958 1959 1958 

c D c D c c 
Bru~llosis (Undulant fever) (044) 0 0 I I 9 0 
Diarrhoea or newborn, epidemic (764) 0 0 0 0 4 0 
Diphtheria (OSS) 0 0 0 0 25 6 
Dysentery: 

(a) Amoebic (046) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Bacillary (045) 0 0 0 0 136 - 0-

(c) Unspecified (048) 0 0 0 0 4 0 
En~phalltis, Infectious (082.0) 0 0 0 0 3 
Food Poisoning: 

(a) Staphylococcus intoxication (049.0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Salmonella infections (042.1) I 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) Unspecified (049.2) 0 0 0 0 76 0 

Hepatitis. infectious (including scrum' bepatitis) (092. NQQS.S\ 15 0 42 0 191 0 
Meningitis, viral or aseptic (080.2, 082. t ) 

(a) due to polio virus 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) due to Coxsackie vims 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) due to ECHO virus 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Cdl otl1er and unspecified s 0 0 0 281 0 
Menlngococcal infections (057) I 0 0 0 IS 14 
Pemphi~s nconatorum {lmJ>Ctigo or the newborn) (766\ 0 

---0- - 0-- 0 0 0 
Pertussis (W hooping Cough) (056) -. 2-- 0 IS 0 947 571 
Poliomyelitis, paralytic (080 .0. 080.1) 3 0 0 0 420 48 
Scarlet Fever & Streptococcal Sore Throat (050, OS t) 92 0 145 0 411 721 
Tuberculosis: 

(a) Pulmonary (001, 002) 16 2 16 4 .163 407 
(b) Other and unspecified (003-019) --0 4 0 79 22 

Typhoid and Paratyphoid Fver (040,04 1) 0 0 0 0 12 20 
Venereal diseases 

{a) Gonorrhoea-
Ophthalmia nconatorum (033) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
All other forms (030-032, 034) 31 0 18 0 1032 1196 

(b) Syphili-
Acquired-primary (021.0, 021.l ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-11CCOndary (021.2, 021.3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

latent (028) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
tertiary cardiova!Cular (023) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

- neurosYJ>hilis (024, 026) I 0 0 0 0 0 
- other (027) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Prcnatal~ngcnital (020) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Other a nd unspecified (029) 0 0 4 .. 0 ISO .. 132 .. 

"""Tc) Chancroid (036) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(d) Granuloma inguinale (038) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
\e) Lymphogranuloma venereum (037) 0 0 (l --0 0 0 

Rare Diseases: 
Anthrax (062) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Botulism (049. 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Cholera (043) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Leprosy (060) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mataiia (110-117) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Plague f 058) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Pssitaro~a & ornithosis (096.2) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rabies in man (094) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Relapsing fever. louse-borne (071.0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Rickettsial infections: 

(a) Typhus, louse-borne (100) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(b) Rocky Mountain spotted fever (104 part) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(c) 0-Fever (108 part) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(d) Other & unspecified (101-108) 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Smallpox (084) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tetanus (061) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Trichinosis (128) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tularaemia (OS9) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Yellow Fever (091) 0 0 0 0 0 - 0-

C - Caaes D-Deaths 

.. Case. not broken down 

Not.e: One caae oi polio for the month o( Aulust-Capc Breton South-paralytic. 
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REMARKS: 
There is one additional case of V.D.G. in the Lunenburg-Queens Division 

in the month of June. 
PARALYTIC POLIOMYELITIS 

CANADA, 1959 
During the 37th week ending September 19, 99 cases of paralytic polio

myelitis have been reported compared to 139 in the previous week. Decreases 
are noticed in Newfoundland, New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba. 
Nova Scotia and the three Western-most provinces show increases. The total 
number of cases reported to date is 969 compared to 131 for the same period 
last year. 

It is interesting to compare the figures to September 19 for each Province 
with the year of highest total incidence in each province since 1950. 

REPORTED CASES OF PARALYTIC POLIOMYELITIS 
Year of Maximum Incidence since 1950 

1950 to 
Province Sept. 19 

Nfld. 95 
P .E.I. 2 
N.S. 1 
N.B. 28 
QUE. 656 
ONT. 101 
MAN. 17 
SASK. 16 
ALTA. 22 
B.C. 20 

Year 

1953 
1954 
1951 
1952 
1954 
1953 
1953 
1952 
1954 
1953 

Poliovirus Isolations- 5 Eastern Provinces 

Total Cases 

162 
49 

205 
67 

498 
985 

1480 
447 
221 
407 

The following table shows the poliomyelitis virus isolations in cases and 
carriers, in 1959, to September the 19th. The six type 3 isolations in Nova 
Scotia were made from a 38 year old woman with bulbar poliomyelitis and her 
five sons ranging in age from 2 to 15 years. They had all suffered from minor 
illnesses some weeks preceding their mother's illness and at the time of taking 
anal swabs they were in good health. The mother had not been immunized. 
The boys had each received three doses of poliomyelitis vaccine. 

POOIOVIRUS ISOLATIONS I N CASES AND CARRIERS-1959. 
to September 19 

Newfoundland 
Nova Scotia 
New Brunswick 
Prince Ed ward Island 
Quebec 

I 
56 

1 

117 

II 

1 

III 
1 
6 
1 

5 

Source: Dr. V. Pavilanis, Chief, Virus Laboratories, Institute of Micro
biology and Hygiene, University of Montreal. 
Dr. C. E. van Rooyen, Associate Director, Section of Virology, 
Department of Laboratories, Department of Public Health, Halifax 
-Sept. 22/ 59. 
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NOVA SCOTIA MEDICAL BULLETIN 
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Abbreviations used : - Ab. for abstract; a.non. for anonymous; biog. for biographical 
note; C. for correspondence; C.R. for case reports; dia.~r. for diagrams; Ed. for editorial; 
Illus. for illustrations; Pers. for persona.I item; port. for portrait; rev. for review. 

ABDOMEN see also GASTROINTESTINAL 
TRACT: Bullet wound disruption ureter 
(Dunphy) 104-105; Flat plate (Griffiths) 
106-109. 

ACKER, John Christopher. 
Pers. 179. 

A1t1N, Frederick Leona.rd. 
Pers. 180. 

ALMOND, Thomas. 
Pers. 441. 

ALLERGY: Skin manifestations drug (Ab. ) 
(James, Stanton) 46. 

AMERICAN COLLEGE OF SURGEON!!: four 
day meeting April 6-9, 1959, 55; Annual 
clin.ica.l congress 304. 

AMHERST MEDICAL SOCIETY: Annual 
meeting 27. 

AMNION: Amnionitis (C.R.) (Murphy) 
12(}.121. 

AMYL NITRITE see Nitrites. 
ANAEMIA see also PERNICIOUS ANAE~JIA: 

Weight loss (Ab.) (Read, Asher) 23; 
ANGIOMA: Haema.ngiomas (Goldberg) 

389-390. 
ARCHIBALD, Bertha Ogilvie: Sa.tan's tool 

71-72. 
ARTHRITIS: Acute gouty-medical emer

gency (Woodbury) 290-292. 
ATERMAN, K.: Gastroenteritis 143-146. 
ARTERIOSCl,EROSIS: infarction nutrition 

(Ab.) (Steeves) 366; Effects f eriodic 
mental s tress serum oholestero levels 
(Ab.) (Steeves) 407. 

ATHEROSCLEROSIS see ARTERlOSCLEROSlS. 
ATLEE, Harold Benge: Diagnosis ectopic 

gestation, 181-182. 
AYLWARD, Bedford Zane. 

Pers. 442. 
BAKER, James Roy d'Aroy: Frozen sec

tion, surgeon pathologist 238-243. 
BALLEM, John Cedric: Sa.lute to Edin

burgh. 449. 
BALMANNO, James Taylor. 

Pers. 399. 
BARTON, Frederick Joseph. 

Pers. 179. 
BEANLANDS, Donald S. 

Pers. 99. 
BECKWITH, Charles John Worden: Sec

retary's page 93; 129-131. 
Pers. 227. 

BELLIVEAU, Robert Pierre. 
Pers. 399. 

BENSLEY, E. H.: Recent advances treat
ment poisoning 293-297. 

BETHUNE, John Edmund. 
Cortisone and emergencies 431-435. 
Pers. 99; 227. 

B1LE-DUCT, COMMON: stones (Ab.) (God
den) 408. 

BrONDO, Thomas: Bronchiectasis acute 
pneumonia. 73-75. 

BLACK. R. MaoD.: Nova. Scotia. Hospital 
Insurance Commission 375-379. 

BLINDNESS, see also AMBLYOPIA, DAY 
BLINDNESS, ll EMlAl\OPIA, NIGHT BLll'D

NESS: Prevention Canada. role general 
physician (Steinberg, Quigley) 65-70. 

BLOOD: Prolonged blood levels sustained
action pas (Ab.) (Katz) 28; Experi
mental hyphema (Ab.) (Quigley) 397. 

BLOOD TRANSFUSION: Use abuse obstetrics 
(Robinson) 201-203. 

BODNAR, S.: Pregnancy (C. R.) 204-205. 
BONE MARROW: Histological examination 

aspirated (Chipman) 40-42. 
BnoNc111ECTAs 1s: acute pneumonia (Rub

erma.n, Sha.uffer, Biondo) 73-75. 
BROTllER TrnoT11Y: Hay for hobby horses 

25:26; 57-59; 96-98; 134-136; 177-178; 
223-225; 270-272; 301-302; 363-364; 
401-403; 436-43 ; 464. 

BROWN, Lieselotte. 
Pers. 443. 

CALDER, Allister. 
P ers. 441. 

CAMPBELi,, Alexander Brown. 
Pers. 441. 

CA:-OADIA:-1 DERMATOl,OGICAL ASSOCIATION: 
Highlights annual meeting (Howell) 
396-397. 

CANADIAN L1FE J NSURANCE: Medical 
fellowship fund 267. 

CANADIAN LrFE I NSURANCE OFFICERS 
ASSOCIATION grants, fellowships 225. 

CANCER: Bronohogenio carcinoma (Ab.) 
(Godden) 368. 

CARCINOMA see CANC~~R. 
CARoro-VAscu1,AR D1sEASES see also 

HEART: Social psychological problems 
patients chronic cardiac illness (Ab.) 
(Steeves). 

CARROLL, James Joseph: Unusual ro-
ourrent heterotopic pregnancy 118-119. 
Pers. 468. 

CASEY, Michael Thomas. 
Pers. 179. 

CATARACT: extraction enzymatic zonu!o
lysis (Ab.) (Quigley) 365. 

CERVIX: Injuries (Jasey) 206. 
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C 111PMAN, Charles D onaldson: His to-
logical examination aspirated bone mar
row 41-42. 

C11R1STIE, Hugh Ells. 
Pers. 399. 

COCHRANE, William A.: Some aspEi?ts 
nutritional requiroments pregnancy in
fancy 61-64; Cystic fibrosis pancreas 
138-142; Increasing ovidence scurvy 
Nova Scotia xxiv. 
P ers. 246. 

COFFEE: Nutritional ovaluation (Ab.) 
(T opley, Prier) 26. 

Co LO N: Antibiotics preoperativo prepar
ation evaluation present status (Ab.) 
(Turroll, Landau) 185. 

COLLEGE OF GEN ERAL PRACTICE (MEDI
CINE) OF CANADA: Third annual 
scientific assembly April 20-23, 1959, 
54-55. 

COLLEGE OF GENERAL PRACTICE, HAL1FAX-
DARTMOUTH BRANCH: January 28, 
1959, orricers 95. 

Co1,\\' EL1., William Gerard: Antepartum 
bleeding 186-188. 

CORBETT, H erbert R edmond: Utilization 
radiological services (Ab.) . 459. 

C'oRSTON, James McDiarmid : Vaginal 
discharges 194-197. 
Pers. 99. 

CORTISON E, emergencies (Bethune) 431-
435. 

CORBET'!', Herbert R edmond. 
Utilization radiological services. 
P ers. 441. 

CORMIER, J ean Guillaumo. 
Pers. 441. 

COWARD, Norman Barrio; DR. GORDON 
BLA NCHARD W1s wE1.r. (Ab.) 137. 

CRIPPLES: C rippled children's clinics 
(Rooney) 43-46. 

C ROSBY, Adam Brown. 
P ers. 

C Ros eT, John l\fargaret: Gastroenteritis 
143-146. 

C URRY, Wilfred Alan : Skeletal suspension 
method management supracondylar 
transcondvlar fractures humerus 
(illus.). 445. 
P ers. 179. 

DAl,flO USIE UNIVERSITY-FACULTY OF 
M E0Ic 1-.:E: Address honour professors 
emoriti (R eid) 410-416. 

DALllOl•SIE UN IVERSITY-1''ACU LTY OF 
MEDICINE R EFRESllER COURSE: week 
in surgory April 13-17, 1959, 56 ; (Hall) 
303. 

DENTON, George D ouglas. 
Pers. 442. 

D EmtATOLOGY: (rev.) 47--18. 
DIABETES: R esults treatment tolbu tamide 

diabetic patients (Ab.) (Shane) 388. 
D EVERE UX, Harold Joseph : Presidential 

address 333-336. 
D1ARRllOEA see also DYSENTE RY : Bac

teriological dia~nosis (Macintosh) 122-
123. 

D1c K1E, Phvllis: Some observations home 
visiting 1 -21. 

DICKSON, Robert Clark . 
Pers. 60. 

DIPllTHERIA: pertussis polio vaccine 77-
78. 

D1sEAsE: D eQuervain's (Ab.) (Lamphier, 
P epi, Brush, Ostroger) 121. 

DoN101Ew1cz, S tanislaw Bronislaw: 
Demonstration mouth-to-mouth arti-
ficial respiration public 115-117. 

DREAMS: Doctor's 21. 
DRuGR: Use "Lytic cocktail" body cooling 

small hospital (Janigan, Kristal, Nath
anson) 32-39; Skin manifestations drug 
allergy (Ab.) (James, Stanton) 46; utili
zation (Ab.) (MacDonald) 457. 

DRYSDALE, R onald D ouglas: H emolytic 
crises 280-282. 

DuNN, Stuart D enoon. 
Pers. 60; 365. 

D UN PHY, At.hanasius Emerson: Bullet 
wound abdomen disruption urotor 104-
105. 

EDINBURGH; Salute (Still), (Wickwire) , 
(Ballam), (Tupper), (Steeves), (Mur
ray) , (Jones), (Polle tt.), (Woodbury) 
448-453. 

EDUCATION: P ost-graduate (Steeves) . 
ELECTROCA RDI OORAPllY see also VESTO

CAROIOGRAPHY; Labile hypothy roidism 
(MacDonell) 110-111. 

ELLIOTT, Malcolm R ob ertson. 
Pers. 365. 

EMBOLISM see also THROMBOSIS: Para
doxic knot ted (Ab.) (Steevt's). 

EM ERGENCIES: Divin~ (Oliver) 283-285; 
E.N.T. aviation (Macfie) 287-289; 
Acute gouty arthritis medical (\V ood
bury) 290-292; Some neurological 
(Leslie) 391-395; Cortisone (Bethune) 
431-435. 

ENCEPHALOPATHY, lIYPERTENSIVE: 
(Shane) 274-279. 

E NDOMETRIOMA: Endometriosis (P erlin) 
198-200. 

EvA NR, Evan Hugh: Suscep tible state 
viral infections 3-17. 

F1BROSIT1s: Cystic fibrosis pancreas 
(Cochrane) 138-142. 

F OLEY. Horace Archibald. 
Per::;. 442. 

FnACTURER: Skeletal suspension method 
managem ent. supracondy lar transcon
dvlar frar tures humerus (illus.) 
(Vaughan, R oss, Curry) 445-447. 

FRASER, Fred erick Murray: Mari t ime 
Medical Caro Inc. 2 15-219; R eport 
Trans-Canada m edical plans 341-345; 
R eport Maritime Medical Caro Inc. 
345-350. 
Pers. 179. 

FRASER, K enneth Archibald: Sister Hose 
Angela appreciation 305. 

F ULLERTON, Samuel George Burke. 
P ers. 179. 

GALLBLA DDER see also BILIARY TRACT: 
Post-cholecystoctomy syndro mo (Ab.) 
(Kaiser) 98; R elationship heart disease 
(Ab.) (Shane) 390. 

GALLIE, William Edward: 1882-1959. 
Obit. 400. 

GASTROENTERITIS: (Grant, Crosby, Iland
forth , Aterman) 14:3-146. 

GLA DWIN, K enneth D ixon. 
Pers. 442. 
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OLEN, Norman Graham. 
Pers. 399, 442. 

GLENISTER, Ernest Ireson. 
Pers. 442. 

GODDEN, John Oakley: 'l'houghts hospital 
insurance (Ed.) 1-2; Differential diag
nosis twolve questions 29-31; Broncho
genic carcinoma. (Ab.) 368; Common
bile-duct stones (Ab.) 408. 

GoLDBERO, Howard Irving: H ema.ngiomas 
389-390. 
Pers. 27. 

GOLF: winners annual tournament 1959, 
362. 

GORMAN, Thomas William: non-operative 
treatment perforated peptic ulcer 101-
103. 

GossE, Norman lloward. 
Pers. 100. 

GovONI, Antonio. 
Pers. 441. 

GRAHAM, Berna.rd Frederick. 
P ers. 60. 

GRANT, Kenneth 1ilfred: Heart disease 
pregnancy 189-193. 

GRANT, Robert Silver: Gastroenteritis 
143-147. 

GRANVILLE, Edward Thomas. 
Pers. 46 . 

GRANVILLE, Frederick Joseph. 
Pers. 468. 

GREEN, Leo. 
Pers. 179. 

GREEN, Saul. 
Pers. 179. 

GRIFFITUS, Anthony J ohn Martin: Flat 
plate abdomen 106-109; Radiation 

protection clinical problem 460. 
GUNN, Sisvan William A.: pina.1 acces-

sory nerve palsy surgical practice (illus.) 
380-385. 

HALL, Henry Kenneth: 1959 Dalhousie 
refresher course 303. 

HAEMANGIOMA see ANOIOMA. 
HANDFORT11, P eter: Gastroontoritis 143-

146. 
HARLOW, Charles :Mortimer. 

Pers. 443. 
HEALTII: Voluntary plan Britain (Ab.) 

142. 
HEART soe also CAnorovASCULAR D1sEASES 

Relationship gall-bladder disease (Ab.) 
(Shane) 390; Social psychological prob
lems patients chronic cardiac illness 
(Ab.) (Steeves) 466. Use a.my! nitrite dif
ferentiation Fallot's tetraloey pulmon
aty stenosis intact ventricular septum 
(Ab.) (Steeves) 453. 

HEBB, Arthur Morrison 1872-1959. 
Obit. 53. 

H EMOLYSIS: Hemolytic crises (Drysdale) 
281-282. 

lIENDEnSON, Erla.nd Edgar. 
Pers. 442. 

IloSPITAL INSURANCE: Thoughts (Ed.) 
(Godden) 1-2; Institute 30 ; Achieving 
high standard hospital care responsi
bility hospital insurance commission 
(Simms) 454. 

IIosPITALS: Yarmouth 27; P sychology 
Nova Scotia. (Nichols) 376-388. 

HowELL, Denis Roderick Starling: High
lights Canadian Dermatological Associ
ation annual meeting 396-397. 

HUMERUS: Skeletal suspension method 
management supra.condylar transcon
dylar fractures (iUus.) (Vaughan, Ross, 
Curry) 445-447. 

HYPNOSIS: Sa.tan's tool (Archibald) 71-72. 
INFANT NUTRITION: Some aspoots nutri

tional requirements pregnancy infancy 
(Cochrane) 61-64. 

INFECTIONS: Susceptible state viral 
(Evans) 3-17. 

J ABEY, G . M.: Injuries cervix 206. 
JAUNOICE : Differential diagnosis twelve 

questions (Godden) 21-31; Diagnosis 
treatment first week (Morton) 147-150. 

J ANIOAN, David Thomas: Use "Lytic 
cockta.11" body cooling small hospital 
32-39. 

JONES, Robert. Orville: Salute to Edin
burgh 451. 

KAPOSI'S VARlCELLIFORM ERUPTION: 
(Roberts) 153-154. 

KIDNEYS: Case renal failure (Macintosh) 
112-114. 

KINLEY. Cecil Edwin, Junior. 
Pers. 227. 

K RISTAL, Lou is : Uso " Lytic cockta.11" 
body cooling small hospital 32-39. 

LABORATORY: Utilization standards ser
vices (Macintosh)! 

LAPP, Alexander Donald. 
Pors. 140. 

LAUFER, Srul Tullio. 
Pers. 442. 

LEBLANC, Philip Hilaire. 
Pers. 399. 

LESUE, \Valter: Somo neurological emer
gencies 391-395. 

LIVER seo also BILIARY TRACT: JA UNDICE: 
Transou taneous hepatic cholangio

graphic study (Ab.) (llalligan, l<'a.tid) 
117. 

MAOER, Victor Owen 1901-1959. 
Obit. 468. 

MAnrrIME MEDICAL CARI-: INCORPORATED: 
newsletter 173-174; report President 
(Fraser) 215-219; I otters 298-300; report 
President (Fraser) 345-350; Notes ~08. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NovA SCOTIA: An
nual meeting 1959 50; Housing applicar
tion form 51; 94;133; 162; R esume 
minutes executive January 26, 80-92; 
programme annual meeting 132; 159; 161; 
Resume executive minutes :March 23, 
163-172; Transactions annual meeting 
index 310; annual meeting 311- 327; 
regular executive 327-331; annual 
executive 331: incoming exooutivo 331-
332; President's address (Devereux) 
333-336; report chairman executive 
(Rico) 336-341; R eport Trans-Canada. 
medical plans (Fraser) 341-345; R eport 
President M.M.C. (.F'rasor) 345-a50; 
Report advisory committee heal th in
surance (MacRae) 350-356; Recom
mendation remuneration radiologists 
Nova Scotia Hospital insurance plan 
356:358; Recommendations remuner
ation workload pathologists Nova Scotia. 
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Hospital insurance 358-360; SuJ?pl&
menta.ry report advisory comnuttee 
health insurance 360; Executive com
mittee officers 360-361; new members 
361; prizes golf tournament 362. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NOVA SCOTIA: 
ANTIGON1s u - GuYSBOROUGll: regular 
meeting 24; 175; annual meeting 221. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NOVA SCOTIA: 
CAPE BRETON: \Velcome 161; annual 
meeting 222; dinner dance 441. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NOVA S COTIA 
Cu111aERLAND: summer meeting 399; 
notes 467. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NOVA SCOTIA: 
HALIFAX: meeting October 8, 1958, 
52-53; annual meeting 227-228; 269; 
semi-annual dinner 441; second regular 
meeting 443; notes coming meeting 46 . 

MEDICA L Soc1ETY OF NovA ScoT1A
P1cTou: regular meeting 442. 

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NOVA SCOTIA: 
v ALLEY: m eeting 220-221. 

MEDICAL Soc1ETY OF KovA ScoT1A : 
\V £STERN; Annual m eeting 176; notes 467. 

MELANSON, Flavien Jean-Marie-Joseph. 
Pers. 399. 

M1LLER, Arthur Frederick. 
P ers. 365. 

M1LLER, Clarence MacLoo.n 1880-1959. 
Obit. 400. 

M1sCELLANY: Hay for hobby horses 
(Brother Timothy) 25-26; 57-59; 96-98; 
134-136; 177-178; 223-225; 270-272; 
301-302; comment (C.) 362; 363-364; 
401-403; 436-438; 464-466. 

M1s IR : Harry C. 
Pers. 365. 

MORRISON, Allan B. 
Pers. 443. 

MORSE, William Inglis. 
P ers. 179. 

MORTON, Allan Roid. 
Pers. 227. 

MORTON, Bruce St. Clair: Diagnosis treat
ment jaundice first weok 147-150. 

M URPHY, Thomas Bernard: Amnionitis 
(C.R.) 120-121. 

MURRAY, Douglas Kerr: Salute to Edin
burgh 450. 
Pers. 179. 

MURRAY, William Arnold. 
Pers. 365. 

MAcCANNELL, William A. 
P ers. 442. 

McCARTER, J. A. 
Pers. 179. 

MACDONALD, Mrs. D. F. 
P ers. 399. 

MACD ONA LD, Joseph Baxter: Drug utili
zation 457. 

MACDONELL, John Edward: Labile elec
trocardiography hypothyroidism 110-
111. 

MAcF1E, Donald D.: E.N.T. emergencies 
aviation 286-289. 
Pers . 442. 

MACGREGOR, H ector Ian. 
Pers. 180. 

MAcGREOOR, Peter Archibald. 
Pers. 442. 

McHENRY, E.W.: Sta.ta nutrition Canada 
to-day 425-430. 

MACINNES, Frederic Campbell. 
P ers. 468. 

MACINNIS, Donald Ross. 
Pers. 365. 

MACINTOS11, Carmen Norman: Case 
renal failure 112-114. 

~1AclNTOS 11 , John Wilfred , Junior. 
Pers. 180. 

MAcINTOSll, Olding Carvell; Bacterio-
logical diagno.>is d iarrhoeas 122-123; 
Utilization standards laboratory services 
458. 

MACKENZIE, Christine M. -1958. 
Obit. 27. 

MACKENZIE, Ian. 
Pers. 60. 

MACKENZIE, Walter Campbell. 
Pers . 399. 

MAcK1 NNON, Kenneth Joseph Chisholm. 
Pers. 226-227. 

MACLEAN, John Raymond. 
Pers. 60. 

MACLEN NAN, D. F. 
Pers. 46 . 

MACLEN NA N, Neil Kenneth. 
Pers. 441. 

MACLEOD, Don P. 
Pers. 99. 

MACL EOD, Jamos Hall: Pent~Jeghers 
syndrome 233-234; Acute porphyria. 
234-235. 

MAcM UROO, Margaret Edna.. 
Pers. 246. 

MACRA E, Donald l\1a.cKay: Report 
advisory committee health insurance 
350-356. 

MACRAE, William MacLean. 
P ers. 442. 

NATllANSON, Daniel Seymour: Use " Lytic 
cockt,a.il" body cooling small hospital 
32-39. 

NERVES, ACCESSO RY: Spinal accessory 
nerve palsy surgical practice (illus.) 
(Gunn) 3 0-385. 

N1c110Ls, E. G.: Psychology Nova. Scotia 
Hospital 386-388. 

N1GR1N, N.: Increasing incidence scurvy 
Nova. Scotia. xxiv. 

N1TR1T1s: Use differentiation pulmonary 
stenosis intact ventricular septum (Ab.) 
(Steeves) 453. 

NoaLE, James Arnold: P ers. 179. 
NovA S co·rIA ITosPtT.\I, Pt,AN: Achieving 

high standard hospital care responsi
bility hospital insurance commission 
(Simms) 454. 

NOVA SCOTIA SOCIETY OF OPHTHALMO
LOGY ANO 0TOLARYNGO LOGY: M eeting467. 

NUGENT, Edward Alexander: Prevention 
tetanus 236-237. 
Pers. 99-100. 

NUTRITION: conference :March 12-14, 1959 
56; Some aspects nutritional require
ments pregnancy infancy (Cochrane) 
61-64; Atherosclerosis infarction (Ab.) 
(Steeves) 366; State Canada. to-day 
(McHenry) 425-430. 
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OBESITY: hypertension young adults 
(Ab.) (Szent-Gyorgi) 59. 

O'BRIEN, Harry Dow. 
Pers. 179; 443. 

O'BRIEN, Milton William. 
Pers. 399. 

O'BRIEN, Willard Cleveland. 
Pers. 399. 

OBSTETRICS see also ABORTION: LABOUR: 
PREGNANCY, ETc.: Oxytocics clinical 
evaluation synthetic oxytocin (Synto
cinon) (Ab.) (Mulla.) 103; Use abuse 
blood transfusion (Robinson) 201-203. 

O'DR1SCOLL, Robert F.: Ulcerogenic 
tumour pancreas 232-233. 

OLIVER, Henry D.: Diving emergencies 
283-285. 

0MENTUM: Omental torsion (C.R .) (Ross, 
Dolan) 112-114. 

ORMISTON, Arthur Wilfred. 
Pers. 99. 

OzERE, R. L.: Enteroviruses adenoviruses 
encephalitis problem Ea.stern Cana<ia 
247-267. 

PAEDIATRICS: Influence maternal iron 
deficiency newborn (Ab.) (Sims, Lund) 
193. 

PANCREAS: Cystic fibrosis infants children 
76; Cystic fibrosis (Cochrane) 138-142; 
Ulcerogenic tumow· (O'Droscoll) 232-
233. 

PATHOLOGY: Frozen section surgeon 
pathologist (Bake1·) 238-243. 

PATIENTS: Crit.eria medical necessity in
patient services respect long stay 
(Simms) 273. 

PEPTIC ULCER: Non-operative treatment 
perforated (Gorman) 101-103. 

PERLIN, Irving Abraham: Endometriosis 
198-200. 

PHLEBITIS: Thrombophlebitis superficial 
deep veins treated phenylbutazone 
(Buta.zolidin) (Ab.) (Orbach) 150. 

PLASTIC SuRGERY see SURGERY, PLASTIC. 
PNEUMONIA: Bronchiectasis acute pneu

monia. (Rubern1an, Shauffer, Biondo) 
73-75; Tracheotomy infant (Ross) 151-
152. 

POISONING see also Fooo POISONING: 
LEAD POISONING: Recent advances 
treatment (Bensley) 293-297. 

POLIOMYELITIS: Past present future 
(Rhodes) 417-424. 

POLLETT, William Earl: Salute to Edin
burgh 452. 

PouLos, Harry Peter. 
Pers. 365. 

PoLYPI: Pentz-jeghers syndrome (.Mac
Leod) 233-234. 

PoRPJIYRIA: Acu t.e (MacLeod) 234-235. 
PREGNANCY see also ABORTION: LABOUR: 

MATERNAL MORTALITY: OBSTETRICS: 
PELVIS, ETc. Some aspects nutritional 
requirements pregnancy infancy 
(Cochrano) 61-64; unusual recurrent. 
hetorotopic (Carroll) 118-119; Diagnosis 
ectopic gestation (Atlee) 181-182; Ante
partum bleeding (Colwell) 186-188; 
Heart disease (Grnnt) l8 9-193; Problem 
maturity (Ab.) 200; C.R. (Bodnar) 
204-205. 

PSYCHOLOGY see also PARAPSYCHOLOGY: 
Nova Scotia. hospital (Nichols) 386-388. 

P ULMONARY STENosxs : Use amyl nitrite 
differentiation Fallot's tetralogy pul
monary st.enosis intaet ventricular sys
tem (Ab.) (Steeves) 453. 

QuIGLEY, John Howden: Prevention 
blindness Canada role general physician 
65-70; Eye injuries 244-247; Cataract 
extraction enzymatic zonulolysis (Ab.) 
365; Experimental hyphema (Ab.) 397; 
Efficient reading (Ab.) 430. 

RADIATIONS: protection clinical problem 
(Griffiths) 460. 

RADIOLOGY: Utilization services (Ab.) 
(Corbett) 459. 

READING: Efficient (Ab.) (Quigley) 430. 
REID, James William: "View from the 

other" 369-375; Address honour pro
fessors emeriti 410-416. 

RESPIRATION: Control acute respiratory 
disease industry special reference in
fluenza (Whitney) 124-126. 

RESPIRATION, ARTIFICIAL see also RES
PIRATORS: Demonstration mouth- to
mouth to public (Donigiewicz) 115-117. 

Ru ODES, A. J.: Poliomyelitis, pa.st, present, 
future 417-424. 

R1cE, Donald Ingram: Report executive 
committee 335-341. 
Pers. 27. 

ROBERTS, Sheila Maureen Howell : 
Kapodi's va.ricelliform eruption 153-
154. 

ROBINSON, Stuart Cooper: Use abuse 
blood transfusion obstetrics 201-203. 
Pers. 27. 

ROONEY, Daniel J.: Crippled children's 
clinics 43-46. 

Ross, Edwin Fraser: Skeletal suspenion 
method management supracondylar tra
nscondylar fractures humerus (illus.) 445. 
Pers. 179. 

Ross, Henry Brown: Tracheotomy infant 
pneumonia 151-152. 

RowTER, Robert MacKay. 
Pers. 228. 

ROYAL COLLEGE OF PHYSICIANS AND 
SURGEONS o~· CANADA: Atlantic re
gional meeting October 30-31, 1959, 95. 

RuB:ERMAN, William: Bronchiecta.sis acute 
pneumonia. 73-75. 

RYAN, John Ralston. 
P ers. 441. 

ScA:>.I:\IEJ,L, Harold Lambert. 
Pers. 226 ; 227. 

SCHAFFNER, Vernon Douglas. 
Pers. 442. 

ScoTT, Anthony. 
Pers. 399. 

ScunvY: Increasing evidence Nova Scotia 
(Nigrin, Cochrane) xxiv. 

SHANE, Samuel Jacob: Hypertensive en
cephalopathy 274-279; (Ed.) 309; Re
sults treatment tolbutamide 200; dia
betic patients (Ab .) 388; Relationship 
heart disease gall-bladder (Ab.) 390; 
Editorial Comment 409. 
Pers. 99. 

S11ANNON, Malcolm. 
Pers. 442. 
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SaAUFFER, Irving: Bronchiecta.sis acute 
pneumonia. 73-75. 

SIDDALL, Wilson Rudolph. 
Pers. 468. 

SIMMS, George Graham Griffiths: Criteria 
medical necessity in-patient services 
respect long stay patients 273 ; Achiev
ing high standard hospital care under 
hospital insurance programme responsi
bilityhospital insurance commission 454. 

SINCLAIR, A. M . 
Pers. 27. 

SoDERO, George Watson. 
Pers. 443. 

SPLENOMEOALY: Ca.se congenital sphero
cytosis (Waste) 155-156. 

STATISTICS see VITAL STATISTICS. 
STEEVES, Lea Chapman: Atherosclerosis 

infarction nutrition (Ab.) 366; Effects 
periodic mental stress cholesterol levels 
(Ab.) 407; Sa.lute to Edinburgh 450; 
Social psycholo~ical problems patients 
chronic cardiac illness (Ab.) 466; Para
doxic knotted embolism (Ab.) 463; Use 
amyl wtrite differentiation Fallot's tetra.
logy pulmonary stenosis intact ventri
cular septum (Ab.) 453. 
Pers. 60. 

TsEINBERO, B.: Prevention blindness 
Canada role general physician 65-70. 

STEWART, Chester Bryant. 
Pers. 468. 

STILL, Hereford Crossfield. 
Sa.lute to Edinburgh 448. 
Pers. 99; 180. 

SULLIVAN, Berna.rd Charles 1894-1959. 
Obit. 366. 

SURGEONS: Frozen section surgeon patho
logist (Baker) 238-243. 

SURGERY, PLASTrc: Replacement arthro
plasty (Ab.) (Bra.nna.on) 26. 

SUTHERLAND, J . B. 
Pers. 443. 

TAYLOR, Maynard Francis. 
Pers. 226. 

TEMPERATURE, BooY: Hypothermia for 
poor-risk surgical patient (Ab.) (Alberta) 
28; Mother with (Tupper) 183-185. 

TETANUS: Prevention (Nugent) 236-237. 
'l'ETRALOOY OF FALLOT: Use amyl nitrite 

differentiation pulmonary stenosis in
tact ventricular septum (Ab.) (Steeves) 
453. 

THROMBOPHLEBITIS: superficial deep veins 
treated phenylbutazone (Butazolidin) 
(Ab.) (Orbach) 150. 

TOMPKINS, Myles Gregory, Junior: Ma
ternal mortality committee report 207-
214. 

TRANS-CANADA MEDICAL SERVICES: 
Difficult specifications prevent coverage 
tender 439-440. 

TRANSPLANTATION: Tissue organ homo
transplantation (Ab.) (Cannon, Murray) 
17. 

TUBERCULOSIS, 0 STEOARTICULAR: Reflec
tions surgical (Ab.) (Blan.koff) 75. 

'l'uBERCULOSIS, PULMONARY: Chronic 
disseminated (Ab.) (Cleve, Young-
Vicente-Mastellari) 23. 

TUMOURS see also under names of organs, 
as EYES-TUMOURS: VAGI NA-TUMOURS: 
Carcinoid syndrome (Vaughan) 229, 
232; Ulcerogenic tumour pancreas 
(O'Driscoll) 232-233. 

T ULIE, K. 
Pers. 443. 

T UPPER, William Roderick Carl: Mother 
with tempcra.ture 183-185; Salute to 
Edinburgh 450. 

TURNER, Garnett William. 
Pers. 366. 

UHMA, Czesla.w Anthony Florian. 
Pers. 441. 

ULCERS see CORNEA: PEPTIC ULCER: 
VARICOSE VEI NS. 

UTERUS, CERVIX: products inflammation 
(Ab.) (Noble) 100. 

VACCINES: Diphtheria pertussis polio 
77-78; Polyvalent influenza 307-308. 

VAGINA: discharges (Corston) 194-97. 
VAN RooYEN, Clennel Evelyn: Entcro-

viruses adenoviruses encephalitis prob
lem Ea.stern Canada 247-267. 

V AUOHAN, Eric Garth: Carcinoid syn-
drome 229-232; Skeletal suspension 
method management supracondylar 
transcondylar fractures (illus.) 445. 
Pers. 226. 

VmusEs : Enteroviruses adenoviruses 
encephalitis problem Eastern Canada 
(Ozere, van Rooyen) 247-267. 

VISITS : Some observations home visiting 
(Dickie) 18-21. 

VITAL STATISTICS : Reported infectious 
diseases Nova. Scotia November 1958, 
22-23; December 1958, 49; January 1959, 
7~ •. F'ebruary 127-128; March 157-158; 
April 268; May 306; June 367; July 404-
407; August 444; Septem ber 469. 

w AINWRIGllT, s. D. 
Pers. 179. 

WEBSTER, Jolrn Alexander. 
P ers. 180. 

WEIR, Andrew Fraser 1892-1959. 
Obit. 53. 

WENNING, Andrew Stewart. 
Pers. 443. 

WESTE, Ulrich August: congenital sphero
cytosis 155-156. 

WHITNEY, L. Holland: Control acute 
respiratory disease industry special ref
erence influenza 124-136. 

W1cKw1RE, John Cox : Salute to Edin
burgh 448. 

W1LLtAMSON, Samuel L. 
Pers. 60. 

WISWELL, Gordon Blancha.rd. 
(Ed.) (Coward) 137. 

WoooBURY, John Francis Lydia.rd: Acute 
gouty arthritis-medical emergency 290-
292; Salute to Edinburgh 453. 
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